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Abstract
Context: Open source software (OSS) and software ecosystems (SECOs) are two consolidated research areas in soft-
ware engineering. OSS influences the way organizations develop, acquire, use and commercialize software. SECOs
have emerged as a paradigm to understand dynamics and heterogeneity in collaborative software development. For
this reason, SECOs appear as a valid instrument to analyze OSS systems. However, there are few studies that blend
both topics together.
Objective: The purpose of this study is to evaluate the current state of the art in OSS ecosystems (OSSECOs)
research, specifically: (a) what the most relevant definitions related to OSSECOs are; (b) what the particularities of
this type of SECO are; and (c) how the knowledge about OSSECO is represented.
Method: We conducted a systematic mapping following recommended practices. We applied automatic and manual
searches on different sources and used a rigorous method to elicit the keywords from the research questions and
selection criteria to retrieve the final papers. As a result, 82 papers were selected and evaluated. Threats to validity
were identified and mitigated whenever possible.
Results: The analysis allowed us to answer the research questions. Most notably, we did the following: (a) identified
64 terms related to the OSSECO and arranged them into a taxonomy; (b) built a genealogical tree to understand the
genesis of the OSSECO term from related definitions; (c) analyzed the available definitions of SECO in the context
of OSS; and (d) classified the existing modelling and analysis techniques of OSSECOs.
Conclusion: As a summary of the systematic mapping, we conclude that existing research on several topics re-
lated to OSSECOs is still scarce (e.g., modelling and analysis techniques, quality models, standard definitions, etc.).
This situation calls for further investigation efforts on how organizations and OSS communities actually understand
OSSECOs.
Keywords: Software Ecosystem, Open Source Software, Systematic Mapping, Literature Review, OSS, SECO,
OSSECO.
1. Introduction
In the last decade, the study of open source software
(OSS) has changed significantly. OSS employs new
types of socialization processes, development practices,
community networking, business models, organization
structure, governance, and legality (Scacchi, 2007). On
the other hand, software ecosystems (SECOs) are in-
creasingly popular for their economic, strategic, and
technical advantages (Berger et al., 2014). SECOs pro-
vide a new holistic point of view for understanding OSS.
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In this sense, OSS initiatives typically create an ade-
quate environment for making a SECO emerge from
their projects, communities, and external actors (part-
ners, public and private institutions, research groups).
This means that SECOs provide a practical approach
to understand all of the synaptic relationships between
OSS heterogeneous elements. This paper aims at un-
covering the existing research on OSS ecosystems (OS-
SECOs).
We conducted a systematic mapping study with the
aim of identifying and analyzing the primary studies on
OSSECOs published in academic venues. The mapping
study took 2003 as the starting year because it was the
year of publication of the seminal book on SECOs by
Messerschmitt and Szyperski (2003). We retrieved and
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analyzed the literature on OSSECOs by defining and
conducting a rigorous protocol following the guidelines
described in Petersen et al. (2015, 2008) and Kitchen-
ham and Charters (2007). We considered 652 papers
published between 2003 and 2015, and, after a rigorous
selection process (see Section 3.4), we obtained a total
of 82 papers. We used these papers to answer three re-
search questions divided into a total of 14 sub-research
questions. As a result of the systematic mapping, this
paper presents an overview of the research in the field
by: (a) analyzing the information about demographic
characteristics (i.e., type of publication sources, volume
of research reported by year, predominant researchers,
type of papers, and distribution of publications between
industry and academy); (b) identifying and analyzing
the different definitions, elements, measures, and in-
stances of OSSECOs proposed by these papers; and (c)
classifying the existing OSSECO representations.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 provides a brief background of the general char-
acteristics of OSS, and we present an evolution of the
SECO definition. Section 3 details the protocol and
the research questions of this mapping study. Section 4
presents the synthesis results of the data extracted from
the selected studies and answers the research questions.
A discussion of the results of the systematic mapping
is presented in Section 5. The article ends with a pro-
posal of future work in OSSECO and a summary of the
conclusions.
2. Background
The origins of SECO research have mainly been in-
spired by studies from business and natural ecosystems
(Joshua et al. 2013). In this section, we briefly describe
the definitions of OSS and SECO.
2.1. Open Source Software
Nowadays, the adoption of Open Source Software
(OSS) by organizations has become a strategic need
in a wide variety of application areas. It has changed
(and still is changing) the way organizations develop,
acquire, use, and commercialize software (van Angeren
et al., 2011). Furthermore, OSS has become a strate-
gic asset in software development with prospects of
up to 95% of mainstream IT organizations including
OSS in their mission-critical portfolios by the end of
2016 (Driver, 2013). Therefore, organizations are in-
creasingly becoming OSS adopters, and several differ-
ent OSS adoption strategies that are usually followed by
the industry have already been identified and analyzed
(Lo´pez et al., 2015). There are different terms for label-
ing the OSS phenomenon that reflect different views on
what it is: open source software, free software, and free
(libre) open source software (FOSS/FLOSS). We adopt
an agnostic view and we will treat those terms as syn-
onymous using OSS as the general term because those
differences do not really affect the main goal of the pa-
per. There is a need to understand the unique properties
of OSS and then identify the concerns that might cre-
ate barriers for organizations to adopt OSS (Li et al.,
2013). The general concept behind OSS covers soft-
ware artefacts including source code, licenses, develop-
ment best practices, innovation, ethics, philosophy, so-
cial movement, community, culture, governance and or-
ganizational engagement. Typically, the developers are
primary volunteers. In addition, the software emerges
from a loosely coordinated, unsupervised community of
developers and other contributors (van Angeren et al.,
2011). Finally, the OSS development approach has as-
sisted in the spread of emerging technologies, allowing
users to utilize freely publicly available software and de-
velopers to incorporate third-party source code into their
implementations. Individual and already tested libraries
are often used as building blocks1 for larger software
systems, offering reusable functionality and providing
the means for faster time-to-release (Kapitsaki et al.,
2015).
2.1.1. OSS Projects and Communities
OSS projects are typically initiated by an individ-
ual or a small group with a specific need. This need
is the motivation for the creation of the OSS project
(Uden et al., 2007). Rather than a single corporate entity
owning the software, a sometimes broad community of
volunteers determines which contributions are accepted
into the source code base and where the OSS project is
heading (Riehle, 2007) (e.g., R SECO, Gentleman and
Ihaka 2015).
OSS communities are keystone actors of OSS
projects. They guarantee the development, support, and
maintenance of OSS (Foulonneau et al., 2013). An OSS
community involves organizations and individuals pro-
ducing and consuming OSS components. There are
many roles in an OSS community with different lev-
els of participation e.g., users, reviewers, contributors,
administrators, partners, and developers (Squire and
Williams, 2012) (e.g., Eclipse Foundation 2015 SECO).
As noted by several authors, the overall OSS commu-
1Building blocks are software components that can be indepen-
dently developed and deployed
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nity forms a very peculiar complex system that is en-
dowed by an inner short timescale dynamics and a long
timescale evolutionary dynamics (Uden et al., 2007).
OSS communities surrounding OSS projects provide
access to all of the data related to their evolution. These
can be used to evaluate the quality of OSSECOs.
2.1.2. OSS Resources
OSS projects accelerate and support the adoption
of emerging component-based collaborative platforms.
OSS projects typically provide access to several kinds
of data sources to extract information about their evo-
lution and the symbiotic relationships between OSS ac-
tors (Figay and Ghodous, 2009; Goeminne and Mens,
2013). According to Buford et al. (2011), collaboration
tools help OSS communities to coordinate their activi-
ties and enable groups of adopters and providers to work
as a team, sharing information and communicating as
needed, without being co-located. Some of the tradi-
tional OSS data sources are: version control systems,
mailing lists, bug trackers, web sites, wikis, discussion
forums, etc. However, there are also non-traditional
data sources such as adopter feedback, market share re-
ports, sales reports, OSS actor surveys, decision-making
notes, expert interviews, etc.
2.1.3. OSS Analysis
OSS projects typically provide public availability of
historical data, which facilitates the analysis of OSS
evolution (Goeminne, 2014). A number of studies have
investigated large, well-known OSS projects through
quantitative analysis (e.g., Linux kernel, Apache,
Mozilla, Gnome, KDE). Several of these studies fo-
cus on social network analysis (Fitzgerald and Agerfalk,
2008). They rely on repository mining techniques to ex-
tract relevant data from OSS repositories or other data
sources that are frequently used by OSS communities.
These works use empirical software engineering meth-
ods by exploring and studying the OSS communities,
including the way they work, cooperate, communicate,
and share information (Mens and Goeminne, 2011).
There is increasing interest in research on software
repositories, in particular in the software repository
mining community. This community focuses on the
analyses of the data available in OSS repositories. The
researchers of this community explore a range of soft-
ware engineering questions such as: software evolution,
models of software development processes, character-
ization of developers and their activities, prediction of
future software qualities, use of machine-learning tech-
niques on software project data, software bug predic-
tion, analysis of software change patterns, and analy-
sis of code clones (Xie et al. 2013). Obtaining data
from OSS repositories is a tedious exercise, and the
obtained datasets are often non-homogeneous, which
makes further analysis difficult (Gousios and Spinellis
2012). However, there are collaborative development
sites like like GitHub that provide access to their inter-
nal data stores through an extensive REST application
programming interface, which enables researchers to
identify a rich collection of OSSECO information (e.g.,
OSSECO cross-references, technical dependencies be-
tween projects).
2.2. Software Ecosystems
SECOs have emerged in the last few years as a
novel way to understand the relationships between soft-
ware projects, products, communities, and organiza-
tions (Franco-Bedoya et al., 2014). Furthermore, they
are increasingly popular because of their economic,
strategic, and technical advantages (Berger et al. 2014).
Unfortunately, in contrast to natural ecosystems, there
is no common definition of SECO. A SECO can be de-
fined and interpreted in different ways, depending on
the point of view (Mens et al., 2014). Two main view-
points for SECO can be identified, namely business-
centric and platform-centric.
The first view emphasizes a holistic, business-
oriented perspective of a SECO as a network of actors,
organizations, and companies. It is adopted by authors
such as Messerschmitt and Szyperski (2003), Bosch
(2009), and Jansen et al. (2009a). This view is similar to
the commercial software ecosystem category in Bosch
(2009), the external view level in Jansen et al. (2009b),
the business dimension in dos Santos and Werner (2011)
and the ecosystem-in-the-large in Goeminne and Mens
(2013).
The second view highlights technical and social as-
pects of a set of software projects, technical platforms,
and communities. This perspective is adopted by au-
thors such as Lungu (2008) and Goeminne and Mens
(2013). This view is similar to the social software
ecosystems in Bosch (2009), the internal view level in
Jansen et al. (2009b), the social and architectural di-
mensions in dos Santos and Werner (2011), and the
ecosystem-in-the-small in Goeminne and Mens (2013).
This Platform-centric viewpoint focuses on the platform
environment.
The following subsection describes the evolution of
the SECO definition that originated from the term
ecosystem from the ecology domain.
2The whole complex of organisms present in an ecological unit
may be called the biome.
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Table 1: Ecosystem definitions
Definition (sorted by date) Type
“The whole system (in the sense of physics) including not only
the organism-complex, but also the whole complex of physical
factors forming what we call the environment of the biome2,
the habitat factors in the widest sense.” Tansley (1935)
ecosystem
“An economic community supported by a foundation of in-
teracting organizations and individuals, the organisms of the
business world.” Moore (1993)
BECO
“It is a socio-economic development catalysed by informa-
tion and communications technologies (ICTs).” Nachira et al.
(2002, 2007)
DBECO
“Your own BECO include, for example, companies to which
you outsource business functions, institutions that provide
you with financing, firms that provide the technology needed
to carry on your business, and makers of complementary
products that are used in conjunction with your own. It even
includes competitors and customers, when their actions and
feedback affect the development of your own products or pro-
cesses. The ecosystem also comprises entities like regulatory
agencies and media outlets.” Iansiti and Levien (2004)
BECO
“Traditionally, a software ecosystem refers to a collection of
software products that have some given degree of symbiotic
relationships.” Yu et al. (2007)
SECO
“A software ecosystem is a collection of software projects
which are developed and evolve together in the same envi-
ronment.” Lungu (2008)
SECO
“A software ecosystem consists of the set of software solu-
tions that enable, support and automate the activities and
transactions by the actors in the associated social or busi-
ness ecosystem and the organizations that provide these solu-
tions.” Bosch (2009)
SECO
“We define a software ecosystem as a set of businesses func-
tioning as a unit and interacting with a shared market for
software and services, together with the relationships among
them. These relationships are frequently under-pinned by
a common technological platform or market and operate
through the exchange of information, resources and arti-
facts.” Jansen et al. (2009a)
SECO
“It is defined as a distributed adaptive open socio-technical
system, with properties of self-organisation, scalability and
sustainability.” Stanley and Briscoe (2010)
DBECO
“We define the ecosystem as the source code together with the
user and developer communities surrounding the software.”
Goeminne and Mens (2010)
SECO
“It is a network of organizations or actors, and a common in-
terest in the development and use of a central software tech-
nology.” Hanssen and Dyba˚ (2012)
SECO
“A software ecosystem is a universe of shared assets centered
around a common technical platform. In this universe, var-
ious roles, mainly suppliers and consumers, interact in or-
der to develop, manage, and consume assets.” Berger et al.
(2014)
SECO
“The software and actor interaction in relation to a common
technological infrastructure, that results in a set of contri-
butions and influences directly or indirectly the ecosystem.”
Manikas (2016a)
SECO
2.2.1. Evolution of the SECO definition
Ecosystem (ECO) theorizing began in 1935 when
Tansley (1935) matured the term coined by Clapham
in 1930 to denote the physical and biological compo-
nents of an environment when considered in relation to
each other as a unit. Tansley realized the importance of
the relationship between a community of units and the
environment in which they existed (van Angeren et al.,
2011; Mens et al., 2014).
Fifty-eight years later, Moore (1993) introduced the
concept of business ecosystem (BECO), which was
later adopted by other works (e.g.,Mizushima and Ikawa
2011; Stanley and Briscoe 2010; Dhungana et al. 2010).
Moore’s definition of BECO is an economic commu-
nity supported by a foundation of interacting organi-
zations and individuals. In 2004, Iansiti and Levien
stated that a BECO evolves around a platform (e.g., soft-
ware market, foundation technology, etc.). This defini-
tion is used in other works such as Viljainen and Kaup-
pinen (2013),Jansen et al. (2013), and den Hartigh et al.
(2013). For instance, Hartigh et al. operationalized the
work of Iansiti and Levien to measure the health of the
Dutch IT industry.
In 2002, the term digital business ecosystem
(DBECO) was coined by adding digital to business
ecosystem (Stanley and Briscoe, 2010). Nachira et al.
refer to DBECO as a socio-economic development cat-
alyzed by information and communications technolo-
gies (ICTs) (Nachira et al., 2002, 2007). The matured
definition of DBECO was proposed by Briscoe (2009)
and Stanley and Briscoe (2010). They defined DBECO
as a distributed adaptive open socio-technical system,
with properties of self-organization, scalability and sus-
tainability.
The term software ecosystem (SECO) was introduced
by Messerschmitt and Szyperski (2003). This concept
is cited in several works (e.g., Kabbedijk and Jansen
(2011), Scacchi and Alspaugh (2012), Yu (2013)).
However, the first definition of SECO was provided by
Yu et al. (2007), this is based on the Messerschmitt and
Szyperski (2003) ecosystem conceptualization. They
defined a SECO as a collection of software products
that have some given degree of symbiotic relationships.
In 2008 Lungu, looked at SECO as a federation of sys-
tems in a common platform (Lungu, 2008). One year
later, Jansen et al. (2009a) defined a SECO as a set of
businesses functioning as a unit and interacting with
a shared market for software and services, together
with the relationships among them. This definition was
adopted by works such as Weiss (2011), Jansen et al.
(2012), and Manikas and Hansen (2013a). This very
year, Bosch (2009) discussed the implications of a soft-
ware product line company transitioning to a software
ecosystem approach. Finally, Hanssen and Dyba˚ (2012)
identify two fundamental factors of SECOs (i.e., net-
work of organizations or actors and a common interest
in a central software technology). This definition is used
in Hoving et al. (2013), Berger et al. (2014), and Mens
et al. (2014).
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Because of its evolution, the SECO definition inher-
its several elements and features from the ECO, BECO,
and DBECO definitions. Our study is mainly focused
on SECOs in the context of OSS, namely OSSECOs.
Nevertheless, the other types of ecosystems, specifically
BECOs, are still worth considering. As result of this
study and based on the definitions found in the selected
papers, we constructed a general definition for the term
OSSECO (see Section 6.1).
Table 1 summarizes the SECO-related definitions that
are reported in this subsection.
3. Research Method
This research is based on both the guidelines pro-
posed by Petersen et al. (2008, 2015) for the devel-
opment of mapping studies and those described by
Kitchenham and Charters (2007) for the development
of systematic literature reviews. The mapping process
is split into several phases (see Fig. 1), which are de-
scribed in the following subsections.
3.1. Identification of the need for a review
As Kitchenham and Petersen state, prior to undertak-
ing any systematic literature study, researchers should
identify and review any existing systematic review of
the phenomenon of interest against appropriate evalu-
ation criteria. There is no procedure defined to im-
plement this stage. However, similar to Oriol et al.
(2014),we applied two strategies. First, to broaden the
scope of the results, we searched other systematic lit-
erature studies in the area of SECOs (not only open-
source). Second, we followed a procedure that is anal-
ogous to the main search of our systematic mapping.
In other words, we defined a search protocol to iden-
tify other secondary studies. The protocol was based on
the protocol defined in the main search, which will be
explained in the following sections. In short, we used
the same digital libraries (see Table 4), and we built the
search string as a conjunction of population and inter-
vention as recommended by Kitchenham and Charters
(2007). From each term of the population and interven-
tion, we identified a set of variants and acronyms:
(“software ecosystem” OR ”software ecosystems”)
AND (“state of the art” OR “SLR” OR “review” OR
“systematic mapping”).
As a result of this search3. we identified six sec-
3In www.essi.upc.edu/˜gessi/PLATEOSS. There are several
documents with detailed information that is not in this paper (e.g.,
the set of all papers containing search terms, author measures, list of
terms, etc.)
ondary studies that presented a review on SECOs: Bar-
bosa and Alves (2011); their updated work Barbosa
et al. (2013); Manikas and Hansen (2013); their ex-
panded work Manikas (2016a); Axelsson and Skoglund
(2016) and Manikas (2016b). Afterwards, we analyzed
all of the selected papers from these studies and found
a new study by Hanssen and Dyba (2012), which is a
kind of secondary study about theorizing in the SECO
research literature.
Therefore, there were seven secondary studies finally
selected: Barbosa and Alves (2011); Hanssen and Dyba˚
(2012); Barbosa et al. (2013); Manikas and Hansen
(2013); their expanded work Manikas (2016a); Axels-
son and Skoglund (2016) and Manikas (2016b). It is
worth noting that none of these works was conducted
specifically on OSSECOs. Instead, all papers focus on
SECOs in general except Manikas (2016b) that focuses
on proprietary SECOs.
• Barbosa and Alves (2011). See Barbosa et al.
(2013) which expands this work.
• Hanssen and Dyba˚ (2012) described the theoretical
foundations of SECOs. In their work, they identi-
fied openness and transparency as one of the funda-
mental concepts for further and deeper research in
SECO theorizing. In addition, they presented five
main theories related to SECOs: activity theory,
transaction cost theory, systems theory, sociotech-
nical theory, and intermediary theory.
• Barbosa et al. (2013) conducted a systematic map-
ping study on SECOs. They defined four research
questions about the characteristics, benefits, and
challenges of SECOs. In their work, ten charac-
teristics of SECOs were identified and eight main
SECO research areas were found. According to
Barbosa and Alves, the most relevant research ar-
eas in SECOs are open source software, ecosystem
modelling, and business issues. Finally, they high-
lighted the relevance of OSS models in the context
of SECOs.
• Manikas and Hansen (2013). See Manikas (2016a)
which expands this work.
• Manikas (2016a) analyzed 231 papers collected
from 2007 until 2014. He identified the term open
as one of the keywords related to SECOs, wich
is specifically related to the domain of the studies
(e.g., the OSS domain). Furthermore, he identi-
fied three signs of SECO maturity: (a) a rapid in-
crease in the number of journal articles; (b) an in-
crease in the empirical models within the last two
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Figure 1: Stages for the systematic mapping
years; and (c) a large set of ecosystems studied. Fi-
nally, Manikas encouraged undertaking studies of
specific SECO definitions rather than wide ecosys-
tem studies in order to address SECO complexity.
Our systematic mapping is an in-depth study of a
specific type of SECO (i.e., OSSECO).
• Axelsson and Skoglund (2016) investigated the
challenges related to quality assurance in software
ecosystems and identified what approaches have
been proposed in the literature. They selected
six papers covering quality assurance in software
ecosystems from different perspectives. The au-
thors, also presented a list of research challenges
that are specific to quality assurance in SECOs
(e.g., stakeholder requirements definition and sys-
tem architectural design). In their research agenda,
Axelsson and Skoglund called for more research
(primarily empirical) to better understand niche
player needs (such as OSS communities).
• Manikas (2016b) investigates literature on non
open-source ecosystem studies and identifies the
aspects studied in this type of SECOs.
Given the lack of secondary studies specific for the OS-
SECO topic and the observation that OSSECOs have
specific characteristics in the context of SECOs, such
as the presence of an OSS community actor, we think
that conducting a systematic mapping about OSSECOs
is justified. In the next subsection we provide further
details of the relationships of the research questions in
these secondary studies compared to those in ours.
3.2. Research questions
The overall research objective of this study is to find
and analyze the current state of the art in OSSECOs.
This objective has been broken down into three high-
level research questions (RQs) which, in turn, will drive
the review method. The RQs postulated in this review
are exploratory since we are attempting to understand
and identify useful quality data and clarify definitions
about the OSSECO phenomenon. In addition, the high-
level research questions are divided into research sub-
questions. Table 2 shows the RQs and their motivation.
Once the RQs of this study have been formulated, we
compare them with those of the secondary studies iden-
tified in Section 3.1 (see Table 3).
• RQ2 is partially addressed by the Barbosa et al.'s
RQ1: What are the main characteristics of a Soft-
ware Ecosystem? However, our goal in this RQ
was to find a definition for OSSECOs, which is re-
lated but different.
• RQ1, RQ1.2 and RQ1.3 are addressed by Manikas
(2016a). However, this type of research questions
is a usual practice in systematic reviews, according
to the common guidelines for this type of study.
For instance, this information can be useful as in-
put for further studies in the field in order to estab-
lish research trends.
• Manikas (2016a)’ RQ: How is the term software
ecosystem defined? is similar to our research ques-
tion RQ2.1. However, we are searching definitions
for OSSECO specifically.
• Manikas (2016a)’ RQ: Is software ecosystem re-
search targeting real software ecosystems? is re-
lated to our research question RQ2.4. However,
we are searching for instances of OSSECO specif-
ically.
3.3. Search design process
In every systematic mapping, the primary studies
are identified by using automatic searches on scientific
bibliographies or browsing manually by gathering the
works from specific known journals and conferences
of the target field. In our systematic mapping, we ap-
plied an automatic search that was complemented with
manual searches in the specific venues listed in Section
3.3.1. The aim of this search process was to find as
many primary studies related to the research questions
as possible using an unbiased search strategy.
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Table 2: Research questions
Research Question Interest and motivation Sub-questions
RQ1. What are the demographic
characteristics of the studies
about OSSECOs?
Identify the type of publication, in particular
journals publications, and the type of papers, in
particular empirical, is important because are
indicators of the maturity in a new research field
(Manikas, 2016a). The evolution in the number of
publications is an indication of how the activity of
a research field changes (Kitchenham et al., 2009).
The information about geographical distribution of
the publications and the classification between
academy and industry is relevant because
OSSECOs concept extend geographical and
institutional boundaries. Finally, the OSSECO
predominant researchers are important in order to
identify the keystone authors in the growing
network of OSSECO researchers.
RQ1.1 In which type of sources are articles mostly published?
RQ1.2 How has the number of publications evolved over the years?
RQ1.3 How are papers geographically distributed?
RQ1.4 Who are the predominant researchers?
RQ1.5 How are publications distributed between academy and
industry?
RQ1.6 What type of papers are published?
RQ2. What is an OSSECO?
OSS and SECOs are two emergent research areas
in software engineering (Scacchi and Alspaugh,
2012). Consequently, by answering this RQ, we
can get information about: existing elements,
definitions and general characteristics of OSS,
SECO and OSSECO existing in the software
engineering literature.
RQ2.1 What definitions are related to the OSSECO definition?
RQ2.2 Are there specific definitions of OSSECO?
RQ2.3 What elements belong to an OSSECO?
RQ2.4 What instances of OSSECOs have been reported in the
literature?
RQ3. Which representations
have been proposed for
OSSECOs?
To identify which are the representations proposed
in the literature for OSSECO, identifying
modelling techniques, analysis, particular
notations and guidelines.
RQ3.1 Which primary studies use models to represent OSSECOs?
RQ3.2 Which of the proposed models, if any, are specific for
OSSECOs?
RQ3.3 Which notation and guidelines have been used for modelling
OSSECOs?
RQ3.4 What type of analysis was conducted using the models
identified in RQ3.3?
Table 3: Relationships between research questions of our
study and other secondary studies
RQ Hansen and Dyba˚ Barbosa et al. Manikas2016a Axelsson and Skoglund
RQ1 N N A N
RQ1.1 N N A N
RQ1.2 N N A N
RQ1.3 N N N N
RQ1.4 N N N N
RQ1.5 N N N N
RQ1.6 N N N N
RQ2 N PA N N
RQ2.1 N N PA N
RQ2.2 N N N N
RQ2.3 N N N N
RQ2.4 N N PA N
RQ3 N N N N
RQ3.1 N N N N
RQ3.2 N N N N
RQ3.3 N N N N
RQ4 N N N N
(N: Not addressed, PA: partially addressed, A: addressed).
3.3.1. Literature sources
To ensure the consideration of appropriate venues, we
selected a set of publication channels. The main pur-
pose of this selection was to double-check that auto-
matic searches covered all of these venues. In order to
do this, relevant journals and conferences were selected
from previous literature reviews on software engineer-
ing, OSS, and SECOs (Hauge et al., 2010). Further-
more, we added the four systematic literature reviews
about SECOs mentioned in Section 3.1. Finally, we de-
cided to add the book by Jansen et al. about SECOs
(Jansen et al., 2013) because, based on our knowledge
and that of other authors (Mens et al., 2014), this is the
only book that is completely devoted to the study of the
concept of SECO. We finally selected the following list
of journals, conferences, and workshops:
• Journals: (Software engineering) TOSEM, ASE,
Communications, Computer IEEE, IEEE Soft-
ware, DKE, EMSE, Engineering & Technology4,
IEEE Review, TSE, IET5, ISJ, IST, JSS, REJ, SPE,
SoSyM, SPIP6. (OSSECOs and Information sys-
tems and management) First Monday, Information
Technology & People, IJOSSP, Journal of Indus-
trial Economics, Knowledge Technology and Pol-
icy, Long Range Planning, Management Science,
MIS Quarterly Executive, Research Policy.
• Conferences and workshops: (Software engi-
neering) ASE, CAISE, COMPSAC, ESEC/FSE,
ESEM, HICSS, ICSE, ISESE, METRICS, RE,
SAC, SEKE. (OSSECOs and Information sys-
tems and management) FOSDEM, IWSECO, OS-
4Previously IEEE Software Proceedings
5Previously IEE Review
6From 2010 incorporated in Journal of Software Maintenance
and Evolution (last issue December 2011)
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CON, OSS, IFIP, WOSSE-ICSE, WFLOSS-ICSE,
WSKS.
Note that these sources represent the main corpus
whose exploration needs to be enforced by the sys-
tematic mapping. However, since we will use digital
libraries (see Section 3.4), papers published in other
venues will eventually be found.
3.3.2. Search string
The aim of our search string is to capture all of the re-
sults that relate to the research questions. According to
Kitchenham and Charters (2007), a good way to create
the search string is to structure it in terms of population,
intervention, comparison, and outcome. However, sim-
ilar to Ameller et al. (2015), we focused on the popula-
tion dimension. Since, in fact, we are interested in two
areas simultaneously, the search string is a conjunction
of the two corresponding populations:
search string = OSS population AND Ecosystem
population
There are several terms for OSS (see Section 2.1).
The potential OSS synonyms have been identified from
Hauge et al. (2010): ”Free Software”, ”Libre Soft-
ware”, and the commonly used acronyms OSS, FOSS,
and FLOSS. All of these are included in the search
string to capture all relevant literature. In contrast, for
the word ecosystem, we have identified “Software Sup-
ply Network” from Jansen (2007). He uses this term to
define a network of linked, software products, hardware,
and services to satisfy market demands. In addition, we
have used the term “Software Supply Industry” from
Messerschmitt and Szypersky’s book (Messerschmitt
and Szyperski 2003). The resulting query string was:
(OSS OR FOSS OR FLOSS OR “Open Source” OR
Free Software OR “Libre Software”) AND (ecosystem
OR “Software Supply Network” OR “Software Supply
Industry”)
3.4. Study selection
The study selection strategy was designed to consist
of a set of several steps, which is an adaptation of the
steps proposed in Petersen et al. (2015) and Kitchenham
and Charters (2007). Fig. 2 presents an overview of the
study selection process and the number of publications
included in each stage. The details of each stage are
described in the following subsections. We excluded
articles based on titles and abstracts as well as full-text
reading.
3.4.1. Inclusion and exclusion criteria
The following criteria have been used to select the
relevant publications:
• only publications in English.
• only papers published between 2003 (publication
of the seminal book about SECOs) and 2015.
• only papers about OSSECO topics.
We excluded panels, prefaces of conferences and spe-
cial issues, book reviews, news flashes, short papers
(fewer than 4 pages), and PhD symposium papers, (i.e.,
publications without bibliographic information, papers
that only report work in progress, and non-peer re-
viewed publications).
3.4.2. Stage 1 - Automatic search
In this stage, we identified a set of publications that
serve as a basis for this study. For the selection of digital
libraries, we determined a set of representative digital
libraries (see Table 4) that cover the publication sources
in Section 3.3.1. We executed the search on each digital
library7 and saved the references in bibliography files.
As a result, 1090 primary studies were identified.
Table 4: Digital libraries
Library Link
ACM Digital library dl.acm.org
Compendex/Inspec www.engineeringvillage2.org
IEEE Xplore Digital Library www.ieeexplore.ieee.org
Sciencedirect www.sciencedirect.com
SpringerLink www.springerlink.com
Willey Online Library onlinelibrary.wiley.com
3.4.3. Stage 2 - Remove duplicates
Duplicate records were resolved in this stage by im-
porting the references to a reference manager system
and automatically removing duplicated papers. Finally,
one of the authors manually reviewed the list of arti-
cles in order to identify duplicated records. A total of
407 papers were excluded in this stage (e.g., Figay and
Ghodous (2009) is indexed in both IEEE and ACM dig-
ital libraries).
3.4.4. Stage 3 - Titles and abstracts
To identify publications that were indeed about OS-
SECOs, all of the authors of this study reviewed all of
the titles and abstracts and checked the inclusion and






































Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5 Stage 6 Stage 7
683 191 61 80 81 871090
Figure 2: Stages of the selection process
exclusion criteria for each entry. When there was a dis-
agreement, the authors discussed the issues until a con-
sensus was reached. After this stage, 492 out of the 683
remaining papers were discarded, resulting in 191 pub-
lications (e.g., [260] was discarded because the title and
abstract were not related to OSSECOs).
3.4.5. Stage 4 - Fast reading
Then, in order to filter out the papers from the third
stage, the results and conclusions of each study were
reviewed, and each researcher briefly studied their con-
tents. Hence, all of the papers that did not reflect the
study’s topics, did not address any of the research ques-
tions, or were delta papers8 were excluded (e.g., [112] is
delta paper of [R2]). At the end of this stage, 61 papers
were selected.
3.4.6. Stage 5 - Secondary studies
Thereafter, in order to identify the maximum num-
ber of relevant papers that might have been missed, we
reviewed the papers from the seven secondary studies
(see Section 3.1). In this stage, we included 19 papers
out of the 315 papers referenced by the secondary stud-
ies. These papers underwent the same process that we
used for the rest of the papers from Stage 2 to Stage 4.
3.4.7. Stage 6 - Manual search
We complemented the search in the digital libraries
with some manual searches in order to ensure that we
had covered all of the editions of the literature sources
listed in Section 3.3.1. One paper was identified using
this manual search process (i.e., Morgan et al. 2013).
8Delta papers include a minimal new contribution with respect
to some previous publication. The default selection criteria for delta
papers was to select the oldest one, because it usually has the main
contribution of the authors. However, we have overridden this rule
when some newer paper is more relevant for the purposes of this study.
3.4.8. Stage 7 - The SECO book
Jansen et al. (2013) published their book: Software
Ecosystems Analyzing and Managing Business Net-
works in the Software Industry. We applied Stage 2 to
Stage 4 to the book chapters and selected six additional
relevant studies.
3.4.9. Final result
Finally, after this last stage, the systematic mapping
included 87 relevant papers (see Table B.16). These pa-
pers were coded with the prefix R.
3.5. Data extraction
We mainly used a qualitative data analysis approach
based on the method of Miles et al. (2014) to extract the
data from the selected studies. This process was con-
ducted with the support of a qualitative data analysis
tool called Atlas.ti®9 to ensure consistent and accurate
extraction of the key information related to the research
questions. The extraction was performed by one of au-
thors and reviewed and confirmed by the other three au-
thors. We also frequently used consensus meetings to
review the extracted data. Having other authors check
the extraction is a common practice in systematic re-
views for social sciences (Petersen et al., 2015; Hauge
et al., 2010). The stages of the qualitative data analysis
process were the following:
• Data processing and preparation: The 82 studies
included in our systematic mapping were grouped
into one Atlas.ti® hermeneutic unit10.
• First cycle, (codes and coding): Codes are labels
that assign symbolic meaning to the descriptive or
9http://atlasti.com
10A hermeneutic unit is an Atlas.ti container where all of the infor-
mation, links, or paths to this information that are related to a specific
project, are stored.
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inferential information. They are primarily, but not
exclusively, used to retrieve and categorize simi-
lar data chunks so that the researcher can quickly
find, pull out, and cluster the segments relating to a
specific research question (Miles et al., 2014). We
defined a list of codes from the research questions
(i.e., deductive coding). In Section 3.6, we detail
the information that we used to define the initial
codes.
• Second cycle, (pattern codes): This is a way of
grouping the list of codes into a smaller number of
categories (i.e., pattern codes). These are explana-
tory or inferential codes that identify an emergent
theme, configuration, or explanation (Miles et al.,
2014). In Section 4, we describe these categories
in the research questions where they were defined.
• Displaying the data: The goal of this stage is to
condense the major data and findings from our
study for further analysis and to represent and
present the conclusions. In our study, we used dif-
ferent kind of methods to display the results (e.g.,
tables and charts).
To answer RQ1.4, we used social network analysis
(SNA) because it is useful to assess authors’ positions
in the social networks (this is detailed in Section 4.1).
Finally, the process was developed based on several
rounds of piloting and coding to ensure the validity and
consistency of the results. To extract data from the iden-
tified primary studies, we developed the template shown
in Table 5, which provides the initial codes for the data
extraction process.
Table 5: Data extracted from each study
Data item
Source (Conference, Journal, Book chapter) and full reference
Year when the paper was published
Author(s) and their affiliation (organisation and country)
Type of publication
Definition(s), sources and authors of ecosystem term(s)
Elements related to OSSECO: name and type (defined, referenced, used)
Measures, if any, defined to evaluate OSSECOs
Instances, if any, of OSSECOs studied
Ecosystem model(s), if any, used
Scope of the ecosystem model(s) (SECO, BECO, DBECO)
Techniques and notations for modelling OSSECOs
Type of OSSECO analysis
3.6. Data Analysis
The information for each item extracted was tabu-
lated and visually illustrated (see Section 4). Table 6
shows the data that was tabulated to answer the research
questions.
Table 6: Data tabulated per research question
Data item RQ
Number of papers per source RQ1.1
Number of relevant publications per year RQ1.2
Number of papers per country RQ1.3
Social network measures (e.g., betweenness centrality) RQ1.4
Number of papers of academy and industry RQ1.5
Number of papers per type (e.g., experience report) RQ1.6
Number of papers per type of ecosystem definition sources RQ2
The sources of ecosystem definitions RQ2.1
Number of papers per ecosystem definition RQ2.1
The ecosystem concept definitions RQ2.1
The definitions of OSSECOs RQ2.2
Number of papers per ecosystem terms RQ2.3
Number of papers per OSSECO instances RQ2.4
Number of papers using models to represent OSSECOs RQ3.1
The type of SECO modelled RQ3.2
Number of papers per modelling technique RQ3.3
Identify the type of OSSECO analysis RQ3.4
4. Results
This section summarizes the results obtained from the
data extraction process.
4.1. RQ1. What are the demographic characteristics of
the studies about OSSECOs?
To answer this question, we applied the process de-
fined in Section 3.5 without the pattern code cycle.
RQ1.1 In which type of sources are articles mostly pub-
lished?
The distribution of the 87 primary studies is shown in
Fig. 3. According to our data, conference proceedings
(with 45 papers) are the most prevalent publication type.













Figure 3: Publication type
RQ1.2 How has the number of publications evolved over
the years?
We searched for primary studies between the years
2003-2015. We found the first papers published about
OSSECOs in 2006 [R5, R6, R21]. Fig. 4 shows the


















Figure 4: Publication year
RQ1.3 How are papers geographically distributed?
We determined the geographical distribution of the
papers based on the country of affiliation of the first au-
thor. Europe (59 papers) is the most dominant continent
with the Benelux countries (24 papers) and Scandinavia
(9 papers) being the most active regions (see Section
5.1 for details). North America is next with 23 papers.
There are few publications from Asia (3 papers, from
Japan). Publications from other continents are scarce.
RQ1.4 Who are the predominant researchers?
We addressed this question by conducting a social
network analysis (SNA), which allowed us to do the fol-
lowing: 1) to identify individual nodes that are of partic-
ular interest (i.e., relevant authors); and 2) analyze the
whole graph and identify cohesive subgroups (i.e., au-
thors’ clusters)11. This analysis was done only for the
authors and coauthors of papers in our set of primary
studies.
Identify the predominant researchers. We used an ap-
proach similar to Jabeur et al. (2010) to evaluate the
authors’ relevance SNA. In that work, they proved that
centrality measures are the best ones to assess the social
significance of a cluster of authors. According to their
work, the social model is represented by a non-directed
graph G = (V,E), where V nodes correspond to authors.
The set of edges E ⊆ E ×E represents the social rela-
tionships connecting authors. First, we identified 151
researchers from the papers. Second, we identified the
set E of edges as follows: 1) (ai,a j) ∈ E if ai,a j ∈ V
and ai,a j have coauthored a paper; 2) (ai,a j) ∈ E if
ai,a j ∈ V and author a j is cited by ai. Finally, we cal-
culated the following measures to rank the authors:
• The betweenness centrality for a node N is the sum
of the fractions of shortest paths that include N for
every pair of nodes in the network. If a high be-
tweenness node is removed, a number of links may
11We used a tool named NodeXL to perform the network analysis
(Smith, 2014).
get disconnected (Toivanen et al., 2015). This mea-
sure quantifies the ability of a node to act as a me-
diator in the network (Kamei et al., 2008).
• Mathematically, eigenvector centrality is the first
eigenvector of the adjacency matrix. The main
principle is that links from important nodes are
worth more than links from unimportant nodes
(Golbeck, 2013). High eigenvector centrality
nodes can be leaders of the networks (Toivanen
et al., 2015). This measure scores nodes based
on the principle that relationships with more im-
portant nodes confer more importance than rela-
tionships with less important nodes (Goeminne and
Mens, 2010).
• PageRank measures the importance of a node
within the network using a link analysis algorithm.
It can be calculated using a simple iterative algo-
rithm and corresponds to the principal eigenvec-
tor of the normalized link matrix of the network
(Page et al., 1999). This measure score distin-
guishes the authority of each author in the social
network (Jabeur et al., 2010).
Table 7 lists the top 10 authors ranked using these
measures.
Table 7: Top authors ranked by social relevance
Betweenness centrality Eigenvector centrality Page rank
Slinger Jansen 3519,859 Slinger Jansen 0,039 Slinger Jansen 6,087
James Herbsleb 1938,617 Sjaak Brinkkemper 0,030 Sjaak Brinkkemper 4,094
Tom Mens 1051,622 Tom Mens 0,026 James Herbsleb 3,905
Sjaak Brinkkemper 958,226 James Herbsleb 0,025 Tom Mens 3,119
Donald Wynn, Jr 892,983 Mathieu Goeminne 0,025 Daniel M. German 2,826
Daniel M. German 823,393 Daniel M. German 0,023 Mathieu Goeminne 2,682
Mathieu Goeminne 783,677 Walt Scacchi 0,022 Walt Scacchi 2,420
Lopez-Fernandez 584,000 K. Manikas 0,020 Brian Fitzgerald 2,157
Walt Scacchi 545,873 K. Hansen 0,020 Donald Wynn 2,150
Brian Fitzgerald 467,957 L. Luinenburg 0,018 Mircea Lungu 2,123
Cluster of authors. As in the previous case, we used the
social model represented by a graph G = (V,E), where
nodes correspond to authors. However, in the current
case, the set of edges E only connects two authors when
they are paper coauthors in at least one publication.
Then, we used the Newman (2001) algorithm imple-
mented in NodeXL to identify authors clusters. (i.e.,
a set of at least two authors who collaborated on at least
one publication). Table 8 summarizes the authors and
coauthors network-wide measures.
Fig. 5 shows the three most populated clusters identi-
fied. The graphs highlight the top authors in each cluster








Figure 5: Research clusters (edge weight is the number of relationships)
Table 8: Authors and coauthors overall graph measures
Measure Value
Number of Vertexes 180
Number of Edges 256
Number of Clusters 42
Maximum Edges in a Connected Component 40
Maximum Vertexes in a Connected Component 24
Graph Density 0.016
4.1.1. RQ1.5 How are publications distributed between
academy and industry?
In order to answer this question we analyzed whether
at least one of the authors in each paper came from
a non-academic institution (similarly to Ameller et al.
(2015)). A total of 25 papers (28.7%) fall into this cate-
gory, while 62 papers (71.3%) have authors solely from
academy. We found that two papers [R18, R20] are ex-
clusively from industry.
RQ1.6 What type of papers are published?
To answer this question, we classified the publica-
tions into three categories, similarly to Hauge et al.
(2010) and Montesi and Lago (2008): (R) empirical re-
search papers, where the authors present evidence from
a research study having an explicit research question;
(E) experience reports, where the authors report experi-
ences without having defined an explicit research ques-
tion; and (N) non-empirical papers, which include opin-
ion papers and theoretical papers. Fig. 6 presents the
number of papers of each type. The classification for
each type of study is shown in Table B.16 in Appendix
B.
4.2. RQ2 What is an OSSECO?
To answer this question, we applied the process de-









Figure 6: Type of research
RQ2.1 What definitions are related to the OSSECO def-
inition?
We found that 76 papers out of the total of 87 use
ecosystem-related definitions based on the five different
concepts introduced in Section 2.2.1 shown at the top of
the Fig. 7.
Fig. 7-a shows the percentage of references of each
ecosystem definition (calculated on the 76 papers that
used ecosystem definitions). Fig. 7-b shows the list of
the papers classified by ecosystem definition.
Table 9: OSSECO definitions
Definition
“An arrangement of individual and organizational units, involved in or af-
fecting the circulation, transformation, and accumulation of capital (in var-
ious forms) in order to provide cooperative development, testing, marketing,
distribution, implementation, and support of open source software.” Wynn
(2007) [R35]
“An OSS ecolsystem is one where it is possible to add contributions to a
project, create and publish components in the extension market, etc., with-
out any barriers. Jansen et al. (2013) [R48]
“A set of developers functioning as a unit and interacting with a shared
market for software and services, together with the relationships among
them. The result of the interaction is freely available for everyone.” Hoving
et al. (2013) [R65]
Fig. 7 shows that the SECO definition is the one that
is most studied in the selected papers (36 out of the 87
studies), the BECO definition is the second most stud-




















R3, R6, R8, R9, R10, R11, 
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Figure 7: OSSECO classification
pers mentioning it, and ecosystem and DBECO12 are
the two least mentioned definitions (6 and 5 papers, re-
spectively), Finally, 11 studies did not fit any of the
classifications (i.e., [R20, R21, R23, R26, R29, R44,
R63,R84, R85, R86, R88]).
RQ2.2 Are there specific definitions of OSSECO?
We identified that there have only been a few attempts
in the literature to specifically define what OSSECO is.
Specifically, in this mapping study, we obtained only
eight papers out of the total of 87 papers that use the OS-
SECO definition (see Fig. 7). Only three of them give
a definition of OSSECOs. On the other hand, 49 papers
based their work on definitions related to the ecosystem-
related definitions (i.e., BECO, DBECO, SECO); 17 of
these papers also provide definitions related to ecosys-
tems in their own words. The three definitions of OS-
SECO correspond to the papers [R35. R48, R65] (see
Table 9).
RQ2.3 What elements belong to an OSSECO?
To answer this question, we applied the process de-
fined in Section 3.5. First, we collected 64 related terms
in the coding cycle belonging to OSSECOs13. among
which project, community, and developer are the top
three most used terms. Second, in the pattern codes
12The papers [R2, R48] are classified in this definition; however
they use the concept of digital ecosystem instead of DBECO.
13The list of all the terms and definitions that we found in
the primary studies are in http://www.essi.upc.edu/˜gessi/
PLATEOSS/.
cycle, we classified the OSSECO terms into three cat-
egories, based on the type of term used in the study
(i.e., the term was defined by the author), the article ref-
erences to another author (in order to include the term
definition), and the term is used in the article but is not
defined. Table 10 shows the terms and the number of
papers per category.
Table 10: OSSECO terms
Term Own Other Use Term Own Other Use
Project 9 2 66 Survey 0 0 18
Community 27 5 42 Author 0 5 10
Developer 8 5 51 Keystone player 7 6 2
Platform 8 2 49 Node 10 1 5
Source Code 0 0 59 Integrator 4 1 9
Contributor 18 1 34 Adopter 5 0 7
Product 6 1 48 Artefact 1 1 10
Service 6 0 47 Niche Player 4 4 3
Repository 9 0 37 Practitioner 3 1 7
Feature 4 3 39 Behavior 0 0 9
Market 3 4 37 Reseller 1 0 8
Bug 0 0 43 Email 0 0 8
Reviewer 3 5 32 Platform Provider 3 1 4
Roadmap 2 0 37 Active User 3 0 4
License 10 1 25 Transactions 1 0 6
Partner 5 0 31 Coordinator 2 0 5
Mailing List 4 0 33 IRC 0 0 6
Foundation 12 6 16 Bug Fixer 0 4 1
Measure 1 5 28 Passive User 1 0 4
Dependency 7 0 27 Dominator 3 0 1
Member 6 2 26 Sub Community 1 0 4
Actor 10 3 20 Vocabulary 1 0 3
Stakeholder 4 1 25 Community Manager 0 0 3
Bug Tracking 1 0 29 Forge 2 0 1
Commit 3 1 24 Bug Reporter 0 2 1
Event 4 23 Entropy 1 0 2
Goal 3 0 21 Translator 1 1 1
Niche 15 2 6 Commiter 0 0 1
Boundary 2 2 17 Configurator 0 0 1
Social Network 7 2 13 Suplier 0 0 1
Edge 16 0 5 Super Repository 1 0 0
Data Source 4 0 16 Wishlist 1 0 0
RQ2.4 What instances of OSSECOs have been reported
in the literature
To answer this question, we identified the specific
OSS communities studied in each paper. We found that
49 papers out of 87 studied specific OSS communities.
13
Most of them studied the Eclipse ecosystem (16 papers)
and the GNOME ecosystem (10 papers). The rest of the
OSS-communities were studied by only one or two pa-
pers (except Ubuntu and Ruby, with 3 papers each one).
Table B.17 (in Appendix B) shows the name and the
sources of all the OSSECO instances studied.
4.3. RQ3. Which representations have been proposed
for OSSECOs?
To answer this question, we applied only the first cy-
cle of the process explained in Section 3.5. We used the
codes defined for RQ3 in the data extraction section (see
Table 5).
RQ3.1 Which primary studies use models to represent
OSSECOs?
Fig. 8 shows that 56 papers (64.4%) of the 87 studies
in the collected literature use models to represent the
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Figure 8: Use of models
RQ3.2 Which of the proposed models, if any, are specific
for OSSECOs?
According to our review, none of the 56 studies us-
ing models develops a specific technique for modelling
OSSECOs although most of them studied OSS commu-
nities. Fig. 9 shows the different definitions of these
studies. The SECO and BECO definitions are the most
frequently used ones. In contrast, the DBECO defini-
tion is used in two papers, and the ecosystem definition
is used in only one paper. Table B.18 in Appendix B
shows the type of ecosystem definition of each paper.
RQ3.3 Which notation and guidelines have been used
for modelling OSSECOs?
To answer this question, we applied the second cy-
cle of the process explained in Section 3.5 to the re-
sults of the RQ3.1. In the 56 papers that use models,
we found several modelling techniques to describe or
visualize software ecosystems: conceptual maps (e.g.,
R2, R15, R47, R69), tabular representations (e.g., R35,













Figure 9: Use of models by ecosystem definition
R34), metamodels (e.g., R12, R16, R39), social net-
works (e.g., R8, R25, R59, R77, R86, R87), class di-
agrams (e.g., R36, R46, R65), iStar (e.g., R72, R83),
and also ad hoc notations (e.g., R22, R27, R57, R75,
R88). When a paper used more than one type of mod-
elling technique, we selected the dominant one. Fig. 10
depicts examples of OSSECO models according to each
type of modelling technique. Fig. 11 shows the distri-
bution of papers by modelling technique. It shows that
ad hoc notations (31 papers) are predominantly used to
model OSSECOs. Table B.18 (in Appendix B) lists the
modelling technique used for each paper and the goal
pursued by the model.
RQ3.4 What type of analysis was conducted using the
models identified in RQ3.3?
We classified the papers that use OSSECO models
into four categories (i.e., social network analysis, statis-
tical analysis, visual analysis, and mathematical analy-
sis). This classification is based on the approach pro-
posed by Jansen et al. (2015).
Fig. 12 shows the distribution of selected studies that
use models in the type of OSSECO analysis. twenty-
three of these studies (41.1%) do not show any evidence
of analysis.
5. Discussion
In this section, we discuss each of the answers to our
research questions. For the analysis of some of the re-
sults, we performed a correlation analysis between all
the codes used to answer the research questions. How-
ever, in this study we only considered the statistically
significant correlations14. The independence test used
in this paper is Fisher’s Exact Test for Count Data. In
our study, all the contingency tables were small enough
to run Fisher’s test in a reasonable time.
14They are considered statistically significant when their p-value
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Figure 10: Examples of modelling techniques: OSSECO models a, c, d, and b are static; model f is an OSSECO dinamic model;



















Figure 11: Modelling techniques and notations
5.1. RQ1. What are the demographic characteristics of
the studies about OSSECOs?
RQ1.1 In which type of sources are articles mostly pub-
lished?
Fig. 3 in Section 4.1 shows the distribution of the pri-
mary studies per publication type. In this section, to
analyze this distribution, we compare it with that of the
general context of publications in software ecosystems.
In order to do this, we used the results reported in the
secondary studies: Hanssen and Dyba˚ (2012); Barbosa
et al. (2013); Manikas (2016a); Axelsson and Skoglund













Figure 12: Analysis techniques
tions in journals is quite significant, and most of them
are from journals with high impact factors such as IST
and JSS (i.e., 17 studies from Manikas and 6 studies
from these studies are from these journals). Similar to
Manikas (2016a), we think that this is beneficial for the
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Figure 13: Comparison of types of publications
15
RQ1.2 How has the number of publications evolved over
the years?
OSSECO is a growing research area in software en-
gineering. Fig. 14 shows a significant increasing trend
in the number of publications related to OSSECOs with
56.3% out of the 87 papers studying and analyzing OS-
SECOs. Furthermore, since 2006 there has been a reg-
ular increase in the number of publications each year,
with the exception of years 2012 and 2015, which does
not significantly affect the overall trend. In addition, we
have witnessed the emergence of a research community
that shares interest in OSSECOs: IWSECO is an inter-
national workshop on SECOs with several publications
on OSSECOs (e.g., Syed and Jansen (2013); Spauwen
and Jansen (2013); Van Lingen et al. (2013)), tutorials
in relevant conferences like ICSE (Bosch, 2012), spe-
cialized workshops such as WEA (workshop on soft-
ware ecosystem architectures), and special issues about

















Figure 14: Publication trend
RQ1.3 How are papers geographically distributed?
We have put the results of our study in a general con-
text of publications. In this case we use the context of
computing science in the period 2006-2015 as presented
in the bibliometric indicator database of the SCImago
journal & country rank (SCIMago, 2015) (see Fig 15).
It is no surprise that European and North American au-
thors are the dominant researchers. However, in our
study, the percentage of publications from Europe is sig-
nificantly higher than in the SCImago database (67.8%
and 35.7%, respectively). This could be due the in-
creasing research on the OSSECO topic in some coun-
tries (e.g., The Netherlands and Belgium). On the other
hand, the number of publications from Asia is surpris-
ingly and significantly lower (38.7% in the SCImago
database and 5.8% in our study).





In the distribution of papers in Europe, The Nether-
lands and Belgium are the countries with the most pub-
lications (25.4% and 13.6%, respectively). These val-
ues are corroborated by the countries of affiliation of
the dominant researchers. This highlights the fact that
in a relative, new discipline such as OSSECOs, lead-
ing research groups can create predominant niches in a
specific research area, as it happend with Jansen and
Brinkkemper’s research group from the The Nether-
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Figure 15: Comparison of publications per continent
RQ1.4 Who are the predominant researchers?
Table 7 shows that five of the predominant re-
searchers are included in all of the top 10 lists.
Brinkkemper, Herbsleb, Jansen, Mens and Goeminne
are key entities in the social networks (i.e., keystone ac-
tors, network brokers, etc). This is due to their strategic
position in the social networks of authors. The mea-
sures used in this work highlight the authors connect-
ing dispersed partitions of the OSSECOs researchers.
Thus, we can identify that there are clusters (i.e., sets
of authors collaborating together) around the main re-
searchers. This would mean that amount of the research
on the OSSECO topic is growing around these authors
and their approaches. Also, this cluster enables inde-
pendent authors to come together as a larger social net-
work of shared knowledge about OSSECOs.
Some authors like Jansen, Mens and Goeminne have
several publications about OSSECOs (i.e., 17, 9, and
7, respectively). This may explain the clusters around
them. The number to citations to these publications ex-
plains the high values of their measures in Table 7. In
contrast, other authors like Herbsleb and German, with
high values in Table 7, are not in main clusters because
they have only two papers in our set of primary studies.
On the other hand, Lungu is on one of the predominant
authors lists because of the number of references to his
publications (23). Also, he is in one of the main research
clusters because he is a coauthor of Lanza, who is one
of the main nodes in his cluster.
Graph density has a value between 0 and 1 and
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describes how interconnected a network is (Golbeck,
2013). Table 8 shows that the author-coauthor network
density is very low (only 1.6%). This suggests that most
of the authors only have a high density relationship only
with a small number of other authors. It is also an indi-
cator of low network cohesion and membership. Other
studies about the measures of author-coauthor networks
have similar density measure result (e.g., Li et al. 2010;
Abbasi and Altmann 2011; Cheong and Corbitt 2009).
This could be due to the youth of the field, and it could
mean that it is a challenge to grow partnerships inside
the OSSECO research community. In addition, it is nec-
essary to find brokers that connect dispersed clusters.
RQ1.5 How are publications distributed between
academy and industry?
Fig. 16 shows that in the period 2006-2016 for both
the context of publications in computing science (Ruı´z,
2012)18 and for this mapping study, the great majority
of the papers are from academy. It is no surprise that
academics are clearly more motivated to submit papers
to journals and conferences. This is particularly true in
the OSSECO domain where researchers are more inter-
ested in abstract concepts and definitions than practi-
tioners, who are more attracted by practical questions.
However, the number of papers from industry indicates
that OSSECO is a topic of interest from the industrial
perspective. We found a correlation between Ecosystem
definitions and Type of papers: 53 (66%) out of the to-











Figure 16: Comparison of affiliation
RQ1.6 What type of papers are published?
To analyze the distribution of the type of papers found
in our study, we contextualized our results with Hauge
et al. (2010), which is a SLR about adoption of OSS
in software-intensive organizations. Fig. 17 shows that
there are no remarkable differences in the distribution
of papers between our study and Hauge et al.’s study.
18To obtain these values we contacted the author of the paper and
asked him to provide the updated information.
This is an interesting fact because each type of pa-
per contributes differently to the research community
(Chen and Hirschheim, 2004). While non-empirical
studies help to develop concepts and build theory, em-
pirical studies provide concrete evidence for testing the-
ories. For instance, on the non-empirical study side,
we have: [R29], which describes the use of active the-
ory in OSSECOs; and [R35], which proposes a con-
ceptual framework to evaluate OSSECO’s health. On
the other hand, on the empirical study side we have:
[R48], which makes a survey on SECO governance; and
[R36], which makes a survey on SECO associated mod-
els. Fig. 18 shows that neither of the top continents,
Europe and North America, have more industrial papers
than academic ones. Finally, experience reports provide
examples of the use of theories in this side, we have:
[R39, R42], which visualize the GNOME dynamism;
and [R4], which shows the OSAMI-Commons project
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Figure 17: Comparison with respect to the type of research
In contrast to other mapping studies, we did not find
a correlation with p<0.05 between types of papers and
continents. However, we did find a correlation between
Publication year and Paper type. The number of em-
pirical research papers has been increasing (4 between
2003-2008 and 30 between 2009-2015) (p=0.025). This
can be interpreted as a sign of increasing maturity of the
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Figure 18: Affiliation per continent
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5.2. RQ2. What is an OSSECO?
RQ2.1 What definitions are related to the OSSECO def-
inition?
To discuss this RQ, we split this section into two
parts. In the first part, we define a genealogical tree
of the definitions that are related to the OSSECO defi-
nition. In the second part we analyze the common ele-
ments across these definitions.
OSSECO related definition evolution.
In order to clarify the relationships between the defi-
nitions related to OSSECOs and to contribute to the un-
derstanding of the OSSECO phenomenon, we wanted
to picture their chronological evolution. Moreover, we
attempted to depict the research in this field that we
found in our mapping study. Thus, we built a genealog-
ical tree with the ecosystem definitions, their relation-
ships, and their predominance in the OSSECO commu-
nity (see Fig. 19). The figure can be read as follows: (a)
from left to right, the figure shows the evolution of the
OSSECO definition over time; (b) from right to left, the
figure shows the inheritance relationships between the
different ecosystem authors definitions; (c) from top to
bottom, the figure shows the evolution of each ecosys-
tem definition; and, (d) each node in the figure shows
the first author and the number of citations per publi-
cation. This number corresponds to the papers (from
our set of primary studies) that cited that publication for
the definition used in their research work. This means
that references for other purposes were not taken into
account.
Figure 19 shows that SECO is the most frequently
referenced definition in our set of primary studies. Fur-
thermore, there are several references to the BECO def-
inition. Wynn [R34] references the BECO and DBECO
articles in his paper and Jansen et al. [R40] references
the SECO, BECO and DEBECO definitions. This indi-
cates that the OSSECO is a specialization of these defi-
nitions.
The genealogical tree shows that there are several di-
rect and indirect relationships among all of the defini-
tions related to OSSECO. In our systematic mapping,
we found few papers that try to adapt ecosystem theo-
ries to the OSSECO domain (i.e., [R34] uses the entropy
concept and [R82] uses the predators and prey concept).
The rest of the papers simply use the ecosystem defini-
tions (i.e., BECO, DBECO, SECO, OSSECO) to iden-
tify the actors, the relationships, and the specific envi-
ronment of a specific OSSECO (e.g., [R8] for Nagios,
[R12, R87] for Ruby, [R17] for Eclipse). Furthermore,
we found three papers that use the health metaphor to
analyze OSSECOs (i.e., [R52, R56, R62]). However,
similarly to Mens et al. (2014), we did not find the ap-
plication of theories, models, or ideas from ECOs to the
domain of OSSECOs, despite the fact that ECOs have
been studied for many decades. It is a challenge for OS-
SECO researchers to transpose theories and ideas from
ECOs (e.g., systems dynamics modelling, general sys-
tem theory) to OSSECOs.
Common elements.
Fig. 20 shows a conceptual map that represents the
relationships between the five OSSECO related defini-
tions and their terms. We found that there are common
elements across definitions:
• A community of actors (i.e., complex organisms
in ECO, business world organisms in BECOs and
DBECOs, and collections of products, projects,
software solutions, and businesses in SECOs and
OSSECOs).
• A set of relationships.
• An environment (i.e., economic communities in
BECOs, open socio-technical systems in DBE-
COs, shared market and technological platforms in
SECOs and OSSECOs).
The ecosystem metaphor is useful for explaining the
dynamics of complex systems such as business, dig-
ital, and software systems. The software ecosystem
metaphor was coined 13 years ago by Messerschmitt
and Szyperski (2003), reflecting and incorporating soft-
ware technology into BECO. However, we only found
one study that discusses the metaphor in depth (Mens
et al. 2014). Most of the papers have only adopted
common definitions of SECO or related definitions (see
Section 4.2). In our opinion, in the near future, most
SECOs, BECOs, and DBECOs will be more open to be-
come closer to OSSECOs and share some of their fea-
tures. This is because SECOs are strongly related to
BECOs and DBECOs and openness is not only a desir-
able characteristic of SECOs but a vital characteristic as
well. Furthermore, every software platform at the cen-
tre of an ecosystem has to have some degree of openness
(Hoving et al. 2013).
Finally, we find that there is currently a consensus
among SECO researchers for two SECO definitions:
business-centric definition of Jansen et al. (2009b) and
the platform-centric definition of Lungu (2008). In our
opinion, a commonly accepted definition of SECO is
important in order to improve the communication be-
tween SECO researchers and practitioners and thereby
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Figure 19: Evolution of OSSECO definition
RQ2.2 Are there specific definitions of OSSECO?
OSSECOs are understood from two perspectives:
(1)an ecosystem perspective, where OSSECOs are a
network of actors, organizations and companies with
symbiotic relationships that can be studied from a
business-goal point of view; (2) a project-community
perspective that focuses on technical and social as-
pects of a set of software projects and their commu-
nities [R53, R68]. We found that the three main au-
thors of the clusters study OSSECOs from a project-
community perspective. However, in their most recent
work, they make a call to action for future research in
OSSECOs from an ecosystem perspective [R53, R56].
Table 11 shows the classification of the three main
author-coauthor clusters and the two OSSECO perspec-
tives.
Some authors argue that OSSECOs are probably the
most complex type of SECO [R74]. However, we found
very few definitions of OSSECO in our study. Specif-
ically, in the definitions of OSSECO (see Table 9), we
found the following as common elements:
• A set of heterogeneous units (e.g., organizations,
software projects and services).
• Symbiotic relationships among units (e.g., capital,
projects, components).
• An open perspective in a shared market (e.g., to
provide support to OSS, to add contributions with-
out barriers, to provide freely available results for
everyone).
We did not find any explicit reference to OSSECO com-
munities in the definitions. This is surprising because
the OSSECO communities are one of the most impor-
tant differentiators between OSSECOs and other types
of ecosystems.
Finally, we distilled an OSSECO definition (see Sec-
tion 6.1) because the three above-mentioned definitions
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Figure 20: Conceptual map of OSSECO
(see Table 9) have a lack of specificity in the particulari-
ties of OSSECOs (i.e., OSS community, open-common
platform).
RQ2.3 What elements belong to an OSSECO?
In order to validate our manual content analysis ap-
proach to collect data for answering RQ2.3 (see Sec-
tion 4.2), we compared its outcome (65 terms belonging
to the OSSECOs identified) to that of a computational
approach. To this end, we used a text-mining approach
based on co-occurrence and term frequency analysis as
defined by Salton and Buckley (1988). In their work, the
content of a document is represented as a vector space,
i.e., D = (w1,w2, ...,wk) where wk represents the weight
of term k in document D that is calculated upon the term
occurrences (t f ) and the inverse document frequency
(id f )19. This method allowed us to identify the impor-
tance of each term in the corpus20. Different terms have
different importance in a text, and so wi is an indicator
that represents how much the term ti contributes to the
19The id f varies inversely with the number of documents N to
which a term is assigned.
20The corpus is a set of documents on which to perform the text
analysis.
semantics of document D. This approach is different
from the one described in Manikas (2016a), who identi-
fies the keywords of the set of papers. However, he took
these words from the keyword field of each paper. We
are taking the terms from the entire text of the paper.
In order to get wi and compare our terms with the
most weighted terms in the corpus, we used the R text
mining package (Feinerer, 2015) and followed the steps
from Narang (2015): (a) we obtained a document term
matrix of 23617 columns (i.e., terms) and 87 rows (i.e.,
documents); (b) we calculated the weight for all terms
in the document term matrix as defined by Salton and
Buckley (i.e., tf i, j · idf i); (c) we sorted the list of terms
by weight; and (d) we searched the position of each
of the 64 terms found in Section 4.2 on the list of sort
weighted terms. Table 12 shows the distribution of the
number of OSSECO terms across the weighted interval
ranking.
Table 12 shows that 48% of the OSSECO terms that
we manually identified appear in the top 100 of the
weight matrix terms. It also reveals that 77% of these
terms are among the 500 most ranked terms in the cor-
pus. This may indicate that the use of well-known terms
is significant in the OSSECO research community. We
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Table 11: Classifications of authors clusters
Cluster Ecosystem perspective Community perspective
Jansen et al. Implements frameworks for OSSECOs health measuring [R62].
Provides studies of data repositories of particular OSSECOs like Ruby
and Debian [R12, R30].
Gives a set of models for ecosystem governance and OSSECO
enterprise [R36, R41].
Mens et al. Provides a framework for analyzing OSSECO communities [R53]. Implements tools for modelling OSSECO communities and projects[R10, R19]
Lanza et al. Provides a view of SECOs as a collection of software projectsdeveloped within and across organizational boundaries[R39]. Implements tools for visualizing OSSECO projects [R39]
Table 12: Distribution of OSSECO terms
Interval rank OSSECO terms % % Accum
1-100 31 48% 48%
101-200 9 14% 62%
201-300 5 8% 70%
301-400 3 5% 75%
401-500 1 2% 77%
1000-2000 5 8% 85%
2001-5000 4 6% 91%
upper 5000 3 9% 100%
found that 70 terms in the top 100 of the weight matrix
terms do not appear on our list of the 64 terms identi-
fied. The reason is that they are mostly common terms
in the software engineering domain or general words
(e.g., syntax, error, analysis, software, systemic, com-
ponent, etc.).
In order to analyze the OSSECO terms below the rank
of 500 (e.g., wishlist, vocabulary, entropy, bug reporter,
sub community, adopter, IRC, bug fixer, and passive
user), we calculated the keyness21 of the 64 OSSECO
terms. To this end, we used the Scott and Tribble ap-
proach (Scott and Tribble, 2006) to calculate keyness
using log-likelihood tests. This is is a statistical func-
tion used for comparing word frequencies of linguistic
features in two or more corpora (Rayson et al., 2004). In
this work, the OSSECO corpus is the sub-corpus, and
the corpus academic vocabulary list of contemporary
academic English (consisting of 190.000 documents)
was used as a reference corpus (Davies, 2015).
We found that there is a large disparity in values. The
term with the highest keyness value is project (31694)
and the one with the lowest keyness is super reposi-
tory (33.76). All of the terms in the group with the
lowest weight are among the 20 ones with the lowest
keyness. However, all of the OSSECO terms are pos-
21Keyness is a term used in linguistics to describe the quality a
word or phrase has of being key in its context. Keywords are items of
unusual frequency in a given sub-corpus in comparison with a refer-
ence corpus Scott (1997).
itively key, meaning that they occur more often than
would be expected by chance in comparison with the
reference corpus (Taljard and De Schryver, 2002). In
other words, the OSSECO research community tends to
overuse the terms related to OSSECOs more than the
academic community in general. This may indicate that
the research community is able to create a common vo-
cabulary, which could represent a first step towards an
ontology of OSSECOs. In Section 6, we present a tax-
onomy as a first step towards such an OSSECO ontol-
ogy. We think that the OSSECO ontology is necessary
in order to allow semantic interoperability between the
distributed and heterogeneous OSSECO actors.
RQ2.4 What instances of OSSECOs have been reported
in the literature?
Table B.17 (in Appendix B) shows that most of the
papers found in this review are about OSSECO in-
stances. This is because OSSECOs have several kinds
of data sources such as: project sites, ecosystem hubs,
and aggregation sites (German et al., 2013). These data
sources are freely available and tend to contain the en-
tire history of all OSSECO projects, community rela-
tionships, and their artefacts. In addition, OSSECO re-
searchers also use and develop dedicated tools to get a
better insight into how the ecosystem surrounding an
OSS project affects its evolution (van Angeren et al.,
2011). We can conclude that, because of the openness
of the OSSECO repositories, they are ideal for statistical
and network analysis research.
In our study, Eclipse was the predominant OSSECO
studied. It was analyzed from different perspectives
(e.g., OSSECO licensing models [R9], co-creation pro-
cess in OSSECOs [R17], globals SECOs [R28], OS-
SECO co-evolution [R43] and OSSECOs marketplaces
[R68]). We compared our result with two previous
mapping studies (i.e., Manikas and Hansen 2013, and
Ameller et al. 2015). In their work, Eclipse was the
most referenced OSSECO, 16% and 41.7% respec-
tively. Eclipse’s popularity among researchers may be
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due to the less restrictive Eclipse Public License [R1],
the Eclipse incubation programs [R13], the common de-
velopment infrastructure, the possibilities of co-creation
and co-evolution with relevant partners, among other
important aspects.
5.3. RQ3. Which representations have been proposed
for OSSECOs?
RQ3.1 Which primary studies use models to represent
OSSECOs?
Fig. 21 shows the numbers and percentage of pa-
pers that use OSSECO models in the secondary stud-
ies of Hanssen and Dyba˚ (2012); Barbosa et al. (2013);
Manikas (2016a); Axelsson and Skoglund (2016), and
this study. Significant differences in the five studies can
be observed. However, this might be due to the fact
that we used a more flexible criterion for paper clas-
sification (i.e., we selected a paper if it had any OS-
SECO model). In contrast, Manikas and Barbosa were
more restrictive in their criteria (i.e., Manikas selected
papers with empirical and analytical models, Barbosa
selected papers with software product line development
models and OSS development models, all of the papers
from Axelsson have qualitative or descriptive models,
and Hanssen identified papers describing and modelling
ecosystems). Nevertheless, we agree with Manikas.
when he argues that there is a lack of papers using mod-
els based on automatic or mathematical manipulation
for solving a specific problem and there is an excess of













Figure 21: Comparison of publications with SECO models
RQ3.2 Which of the proposed models, if any, are specific
for OSSECOs?
OSSECO modelling has emerged as an important re-
search area in software engineering (Handoyo et al.,
2013). In our literature review we identified several spe-
cific OSSECO models and meta-models to describe and
analyze the complex relationships between members in
specific OSSECO case studies. However, there is no
unified model language for OSSECOs. We found that
researchers of OSSECOs used several types of mod-
elling techniques that are specifically adapted for only
one or a few research studies. Nonetheless, there is
still a need for modelling OSSECOs due to the fol-
lowing: (a) Complexity- Since SECOs have several
type of actors, resources, implicit boundaries, shared
market, licenses issues, etc; they are complex arti-
facts (Mens et al., 2014) and we need to understand
them; (b) Traceability- Since the software industry is
constantly evolving and is currently undergoing rapid
changes (Yu and Stephanie, 2011), it is important to
understand OSSECO evolution by analyzing its his-
torical data sources,and (c) Communication- Because
of the complex network of symbiotic relationships be-
tween entire social actors, open source communities and
commercial software companies, etc. (Wynn Jr. et al.,
2008), the heterogeneity of OSSECO stakeholders will
require a common language to facilitate communica-
tion. In other words, OSSECO modelling needs to be
complemented by more research efforts that focus on
providing model-based approaches to describe and ana-
lyze OSSECOs.
RQ3.3 Which notation and guidelines have been used
for modelling OSSECOs?
We found several notations for modelling OSSECOs.
However, all of them adapt available modelling tech-
niques or use ad hoc models to support their works with-
out proposing new modelling techniques. We think that
the development of new modelling techniques for OS-
SECOs is important because it has evolved from dif-
ferent domains (i.e., ecosystem and BECO). These do-
mains are not directly related to the software engineer-
ing base of knowledge nor have the software modelling
techniques been designed for the complex elements and
symbotic relationships of software ecosystems. Fur-
thermore, there is a small but growing line of recent
research efforts that is specifically focused on provid-
ing model-based approaches to describe and analyze
SECOs (H. Sadi and Yu, 2015). These conditions are
necessary for modelling OSSECOs in a systematic way.
In addition, they allow abstracting and reasoning about
OSSECOs (Christensen et al., 2014). Table 13 shows
the contingency table for the type of ecosystem and
models used.
RQ3.4 What type of analysis was conducted using the
models identified in RQ3.3?
Jansen et al. (2015) identify three important uses of
SECO modelling, one of which is SECO analysis. How-
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Table 13: Contingency table for ecosystem and models
BECO DBECO ECO OSSECO SECO
Ad hoc 8 (14.5%) 1 (1.8%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 9 (16.4%)
Class Diagram 1 (1.8%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (1.8%) 2 (3.6%)
Conceptual Map 2 (3.6%) 1 (1.8%) 0 (0%) 1 (1.8%) 1 (1.8%)
iStar 3 (5.5%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
Mathematical 1 (1.8%) 0 (1.8%) 2 (3.6%) 0 (0%) 2 (3.6%)
Metamodel 1 (1.8%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 3 (5.5%)
SNA 1 (1.8%) 0 (0%) 1 (1.8%) 0 (0%) 5 (9.1%)
Tabular 2 (3.6%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 4 (7.3%) 3 (5.5%)
ever, we found that most of the papers that use models
have not conducted any OSSECO analysis (see Fig.12).
In addition, the analysis techniques used in the remain-
ing papers, such as mathematical, visual, statistical, and
SNA techniques were used to analyze specific cases.
They are insufficient when a more in-depth analysis is
necessary. In agreement with other authors (Barbosa
et al. 2013; Jansen et al. 2015; Manikas 2016a), we
think that developing analysis and modelling techniques
is one of the most important challenges in the OSSECO
domain. We found a correlation between Type of analy-
sis and Model type: 32.1% (18) of the papers that con-
ducted some type of analysis use adhoc models.
5.4. Threats to validity
As in every empirical study, there are several threats
that might negatively affect the validity of this system-
atic mapping. In the protocol, we identified and tried to
mitigate them using four categories: construct validity,
internal validity, external validity, and conclusion valid-
ity (see Wohlin et al. (2012)) for details of this classifi-
cation).
5.4.1. Construct validity
The construct validity category includes three major
threats. The first threat is that the research questions
may not cover all the relevant aspects that characterize
the existing research in our area of interest. To mini-
mize this risk, we used a brainstorming technique with
the participation of all the authors of the study to define
them . The second threat is that the inclusion of all the
relevant works in the field is not guaranteed. This threat
was mitigated by combining several databases and man-
ual searches to selected journals and conferences from
previous literature reviews on software engineering and
OSS. However, this issue may not have been solved
since the problem goes beyond an accurate protocol and
also concerns issues related to the paper (e.g., inaccurate
abstracts). To mitigate this risk, we included the papers
from two other literature reviews (Hanssen and Dyba˚,
2012; Barbosa et al., 2013; Manikas, 2016a; Axelsson
and Skoglund, 2016) and all of the chapters of the only
existing book that is centered on the study of SECOs
(Jansen et al., 2013). Finally, there is a risk of obtaining
a biased selection. To mitigate this risk, inclusion and
exclusion criteria guided the selection, and a multi-stage
process involving more than one researcher for each pa-
per was used to perform it.
5.4.2. Internal validity
There are two threats to internal validity in this sys-
tematic mapping. The first threat is that most of the
papers do not provide accurate definitions or references
for the OSSECO term. For instance, several papers use
definitions related to SECOs and they study OSS com-
munities or OSS projects (see Fig. 7 and Table B.17).
The second threat is related to the identification of val-
ues for classification criteria: for some of the criteria
to classify the papers, the possible values were not ob-
vious. with regard to OSSECO related definitions, one
author identified the possible values, and the list of def-
initions was discussed and analysed closely by all of
the authors of the paper. Furthermore, we calculated
a word frequency table from the documents and added
other 16 new OSSECO related definitions. With regard
to OSSECO models, we found a lack of modelling tech-
niques to represent OSSECOs. We decided to identify
the different ecosystem definitions of the authors and
classify the techniques and notations used in each paper
to model ecosystems. This process minimized the risk
because several papers use these techniques to model
OSS communities or OSS projects.
5.4.3. External validity
Since our results are within the scope of OSSECOs
and we do not attempt to generalize conclusions beyond
this scope, external validity threats do not apply.
5.4.4. Conclusion validity
Conclusion validity is concerned about whether the
research performed is reproducible by other researchers
with similar results. In this regard, we have explicitly
described all of the steps performed in the systematic
mapping by detailing the procedure as defined in the
research method (See Section 3). We have also created
an online document with details that are not central to
the paper but that are necessary to ensure reproducibility
and provide evidence about our findings.
6. Further work
The analysis of the results allows us to state that OS-
SECO is a growing research area in software engineer-
ing [R16, R49, R50]. Due to this, there are several
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new research opportunities in the empirical examina-
tion, modelling, analysis, measuring, quality evaluation,
etc. of OSSECOs. Along with this argumentation, in
this section we provide two initial proposals to improve
the current structure of the knowledge on OSSECOs: a
definition for OSSECOs and a taxonomy of OSSECO-
related terms.
6.1. The OSSECO definition
In any domain, the concept of ecosystem can be dif-
ficult to define clearly. This is true even among schol-
ars in ecology, its native discipline. According to our
study, there is a relation between BECOs, SECOs, and
OSSECOs (see Fig. 19). In particular, the difference
between OSSECOs and just SECOs is made explicit
by Manikas’ literature review itself Manikas (2016b),
where is stated that “one of the most common differ-
entiation of ecosystem types is the separation between
ecosystems that are driven or supported by free and
open source software (FOSS) and ecosystems that are
driven or supported by proprietary software”.
In order make explicit the differences between OS-
SECOs and the other SECO types, we highlight some
major findings:
• Software development process: As Weber (2004)
states: “The essence of open source, is not the
software. It is the process by which software is
created”. In OSSECOs the development process
is decentralized and collaborative, “programs must
be broken down into discrete modules so that dif-
ferent people can work on different modules at
different times without loss of coherence to the
whole” [R21]. This allows sharing source code
between projects and knowledge. In addition, it
allows co-evolve the OSSECO community with its
associated project [R29]. On the other hand, pro-
prietary SECOs limit access to proprietary infor-
mation, such as source code Manikas (2016b).
• Project contributions and collaboration: Accord-
ing to Manikas (2016b), contribution is not one
of the most common components in proprietary
SECOs, also “proprietary SECO studies lack
deeper investigation of technical and collaborative
aspects”. On the contrary, in OSSECOs, the OSS
community is a key stone actor in the ecosystem
[R1], [R40] being the role of its contributors very
relevant in it. Actually, the number of active con-
tributors is one of the most important indicators
of the OSSECO health and quality [R8], [R11],
[R14], [R62].
• Governance: Traditionally proprietary SECOs
have a closed environment in which a single entity,
like a company or a corporation, holds the power to
make decisions about what is approved and disap-
proved to be added into the software code base and
what to implement next [R20]. This means that
the proprietary entity is the center of the ecosys-
tem [R32]. In OSSECOs the decision power does
not belong to a company or corporation. Instead,
there are OSSECOs where it is the community
of contributors that determines “which contribu-
tions are accepted into the source code base and
where the software is headed. Individual develop-
ers, the committers, and not a specific company,
make decisions about the software” [R20] while
there are also OSSECOs where benevolent dicta-
torships “own” or “control” the projects evolution
[R20].
• Co-* concepts: OSSECOs provides new capabil-
ities for creation, innovation and developing that
exceed the benefits offered by proprietary SECOs
[R15]. The co-* concepts refer to competence
and collaboration between different entities about
a specific topic: Co-evolving [R16], co-operation
[R13], co-develop [R13] and co-creation [R17].
These topics will be difficult, if not impossible,
to implement in proprietary SECOs. Because, as
Manikas (2016b) states: “proprietary SECO stud-
ies lack deeper investigation of technical and col-
laborative aspects”.
By combining the definitions of SECO, BECO, and
DBECO that we found in our mapping study and taking
into account the differences between OSSECOs and the
other SECO types, we define an OSSECO as: a SECO
placed in a heterogeneous environment, whose bound-
ary is a set of niche players and whose keystone player is
an OSS community around a set of projects in an open-
common platform. Table 14 details the OSSECO def-
inition. The first column shows the breakdown of the
OSSECO definition. The second column describes the
definition-related elements in an OSSECO. The third
column references the source of the definition compo-
nent. Finally, the last column contains specific exam-
ples.
6.2. Taxonomy of the OSSECOs terms
In this subsection, we present an initial taxonomy
composed of the terms that we found in our review. In
order to do this, we applied the second cycle of our data
extraction process to the results from Section 4.2. We
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Table 14: Breakdown of OSSECO definition
OSSECO definition break down Description Source Examples
a SECO placed in a heterogeneous
environment
In OSSECO is an economical
social and technical
enviroment





whose boundary is a set of niche
players
In OSSECO there is more
than one. Jansen et al. SECO
Partners, Re-sellers, Platform
provider, etc.
and whose keystone player is an
OSS community around a set of
projects in a open-common
platform
In OSSECO kestone players
drive platform technologies
and the standards (Aarnoutse
et al. 2014).
Lungu et al. SECO Contributors, passive users,data sources, etc.
then grouped the OSSECO terms into three dimensions,
which we had presented in a previous work (Franco-
Bedoya et al., 2014): (a) the software platform which
groups the terms related to the technology or market
around which the ecosystem is built; (b) the OSS com-
munity, which groups the terms related to the commu-
nity (or set of communities ) of the ecosystem; (c) the
ecosystem network, which groups the terms related to
the ecosystem as a network of elements, such as projects
or companies. These categories are related to the SECO
viewpoints defined in Section 2.2. In addition, we di-
vided the categories into subcategories based on the
categories from Bosch (2009), the levels from Jansen
et al. (2009b), and the dimensions from dos Santos and
Werner (2011). This taxonomy,which is presented in
Fig. 22, aims to serve as the starting point for establish-
ing a common terminology for OSSECO22.
Many of the terms in the taxonomy are not exclu-
sive to OSSECOs; however, many of them exhibit some
characteristics that are specific to the OSSECO domain.
For example:
• A network boundary around an open or semi-open
platform boundary has the potential for numer-
ous benefits, including enhanced adopter offers
through the use of innovation potential in the OS-
SECO [R1].
• Unlike to other software distribution paradigms,
source code is usually available from OSSECO
repositories. This facilitates some software qual-
ity practices like peer reviews (Axelsson and
Skoglund, 2016).
• In OSSECOs, the relationships between keystone
players (e.g., the OSS community) and niche play-
ers (e.g., partners, providers, adopters) are under
22In Fig. 22, the references to Jansen et al. (2009b), dos Santos
and Werner (2011) and Bosch (2009) are abbreviated with the name
of the first author for the sake of brevity.
an OSS license schema. It is sometimes difficult
to control because there are different licenses with
specific characteristics that are not always compat-
ible (Dai et al., 2011).
• In OSSECOs, the OSS community usually domi-
nates the development instead of an individual or-
ganization (this could happen indirectly because
sometimes a community is influenced by a sin-
gle organization indirectly) (Hanssen and Dyba˚,
2012). The community defines a roadmap that
guides the development.
• The OSSECOs typically provide access to all data
repositories related to their evolution (i.e., how
software changes over time) (Goeminne and Mens,
2013). Also, another feature of software reposi-
tories is the option to fork or copy a whole OSS
project and start a different forge of the project
(Manikas, 2016a).
Table B.19 (in Appendix B) shows a general descrip-
tion of each taxonomy term according to the primary
studies. We are currently developing an OSSECO on-
tology based on the taxonomy presented here. This on-
tology is intended to support QuESo, a framework for
the representation, synthesis, analysis, evaluation, and
evolution of OSSECOs [23]. For this purpose, we are
improving the OSSECO taxonomy by standardizing and
extending the set of terms, and we are using OWL to de-
scribe the relationships among the concepts. Finally, we
are defining a set of axioms and inference rules to rep-
resent the meaning of these concepts in a formal way to
support reasoning.
7. Research roadmap for OSSECOs
In this section, we outline a research roadmap for
OSSECOs. First, we compile the few studies in the






























































































Figure 22: OSSECO taxonomy: an initial proposal
challenges. The first study in that direction was Jansen
et al. (2009a), who mentioned several challenges, no-
tably characterization and modelling of SECOs. Bar-
bosa et al. (2013) identified eight major fields within
the software ecosystem domain; it is worth mention-
ing that one of them is the further study of OSSECOs.
Hanssen and Dyba˚ (2012) uncovered several theoretical
challenges about SECO, which are specifically related
to socio-technical theory. Finally, Manikas (2016a) pro-
posed two approaches to address complexity and theory
building in SECOs. Table 15 summarizes these SECO
challenges and the papers in our set of primary studies
that addressed them in the context of OSSECOs.
The primary studies listed in Table 15 only provided
partial answers to the fundamental questions behind
these four challenges. Furthermore, some other aspects
were not mentioned in the four papers on SECO chal-
lenges, but they do appear in some of the primary stud-
Table 15: SECO challenges
Authors Challenge Addressed by
Jansen et al. (2009a)
Characterisation and modelling of SECOs
Developing Policies and strategies within SECOs for SECO orchestration
Determining a strategy to thrive and make profit in an SSN
R2, R10, R16, R87
R4, R47, R49, R56, R88
R13, R18, R20
Barbosa et al. (2013)
How quality can be measured per developer
How relationships are formed between developers
How conflicts are solved in OSS ecosystems
How decisions are made in SECO and how can be measured in code changes
How APIs to third-party component are used
R19, R51, R61




Hanssen and Dyba˚ (2012)
Socio-technical theory
Related theory of organizational ecology




Theory building None (It is from 2016)
ies that we have surveyed. As a result of both observa-
tions, we outline the following research agenda:
• OSSECO modelling and analysis. Different au-
thors mention the need to tackle the lack of a uni-
versally accepted set of modelling methods be-
cause this is hampering the advancement of soft-
ware ecosystem research (Barbosa et al., 2013;
H. Sadi and Yu, 2015). In addition, modelling large
networks, scalable model visualization tools, and
the study of ecosystem evolution and dynamics are
some of the major challenges within the SECO do-
main (Jansen et al., 2015).
• Socio-technical theory. The field of SECOs
is missing an established theoretical background
(Manikas, 2016a). Socio-technical theory ad-
dresses important concepts such as organizational
control, ecosystem self-regulation, network orga-
nization, the role of technology, and the sharing
of values. These concepts are relevant in order to
understand OSSECOs as the interplay between the
social system and the technical system (Hanssen
and Dyba˚ 2012).
• Ecosystem knowledge. OSSECO data sources pro-
vide access to a variety of information about OS-
SECO evolution. However, information about so-
cial behaviour in the ecosystem must be taking into
account. In order to do this, machine learning,
text mining, case-based reasoning, and other tech-
niques [R65, R57] can be used to identify social is-
sues such as no implicit relationships, community
sentiment analysis, cross-references between OS-
SECOs, among many other challenges [R23, R85].
• OSSECO quality. The quality of OSSECOs affects
organizations, adopters, software developers and
the OSSECO itself. However, quality management
and operationalization of software ecosystems is
still an immature discipline. In addition, OS-
SECO quality is quite different from the standard
ones (e.g., ISO/IEC 25010, in terms of production
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process, community, distribution methods, license
types, social organization, support, etc (Aversano
and Tortorella, 2011)). Therefore, OSS quality
models emerged due to the inability of traditional
quality models to measure these unique OSS fea-
tures (Adewumi et al., 2013). These quality mod-
els in OSS projects can be the basis of OSSECO
quality models (Franco-Bedoya et al., 2014).
• OSSECO monitoring. The assessment of OSSECO
health is usually realized by tools for a specific
community or a specific platform. For instance,
there are several solutions in the literature for the
monitoring and analysis of specific OSS commu-
nities by accessing their available data repositories
directly [R1, R4, R13, R83]. There is a need to
implement frameworks that are able to: (a) mon-
itor a list of OSSECO quality sub-characteristics
over time; (b) link the gathered values with adopter
needs by operationalizing quality requirements;
and (c) engineer a portfolio of web services that
support OSSECOs.
8. Conclusions
This paper has reported a systematic mapping in the
field of OSSECOs with the goal of identifying and ex-
amining the state of the art on this topic. We designed
and followed a rigorous protocol, which uncovered up
to 82 papers from a gross total of 652, to answer the
different research questions that we identified. We may
consider the answers to these questions as the main out-
come of this paper.
8.1. RQ1. What are the demographic characteristics of
the studies about OSSECOs?
RQ1.1 In which type of sources are articles mostly
published? Our results have revealed that research on
OSSECOs is mostly published in conference proceed-
ings. The approximate ratio of publication in journals
with respect to conferences is 1 to 2. This indicates that
OSSECOs are considered to be a valuable software en-
gineering research topic.
RQ1.2 How has the number of publications evolved
over the years? OSSECOs have been an increasingly
addressed research topic since 2006. Publication peaks
occurred in 2011 and 2013. There is evidence that OS-
SECOs have become an established research domain.
RQ1.3 How are papers geographically distributed?
The results in this study suggest that the current out-
put of OSSECO papers is strongly supported by Euro-
pean and North American researchers. However, in the
last four years, authors from other continents have been
contributing with publications related to the OSSECO
topic. This review shows that the United States and The
Netherlands are currently the leading countries in terms
of undertaking OSSECOs.
RQ1.4 Who are the predominant researchers? We
observed that six authors have been the predominant re-
searchers in OSSECOs. These authors and their clusters
account for a considerable fraction of all papers covered
in this systematic mapping.
RQ1.5 How are publications distributed between
academy and industry? It is no surprise that the pub-
lications written only by academic authors by far our
number papers that have at least one industry author.
RQ1.6 What type of papers are published? Although
there are more empirical research papers than papers
from other categories (i.e., experience reports and non-
empirical papers), the difference is not significant.
8.2. RQ2. What is an OSSECO?
RQ2.1 What definitions are related to the OSSECO
definition? Regarding the definitions related to OS-
SECOs, we encountered five major concepts (i.e., ECO,
BECO, DBECO, SECO, and OSSECO), and we built a
genealogical tree with their evolution.
RQ2.2 Are there specific definitions of OSSECO? Our
results show that there are only three definitions of
OSSECOs. This paper proposes a definition of OS-
SECOs, integrating the different definitions related to
OSSECOs: a SECO placed in a heterogeneous envi-
ronment, whose boundary is a set of niche players and
whose keystone player is an OSS community around a
set of projects in an open-common platform.
RQ2.3 What elements belong to an OSSECO? We ob-
tained up to 64 elements belong to OSSECOs in our
review. Among them, project, community, and source
code are the most used. Furthermore, we sketched a
taxonomy with three categories (i.e., OSS community,
ecosystem network, and software platform) to classify
the OSSECOs terms.
RQ2.4 What instances of OSSECOs have been re-
ported in the literature? We identified 27 instances
of OSSECOs that appear in our systematic mapping.
Among them, Eclipse and GNOME are the most fre-
quently used.
8.3. RQ3. Which representations have been proposed
for OSSECOs?
RQ3.1 Which primary studies use models to repre-
sent OSSECOs? Our study showed that most of the pa-
pers adapt available modelling techniques or use ad hoc
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models to support their works, without proposing new
modelling techniques.
RQ3.2 Which of the proposed models, if any, are spe-
cific for OSSECOs? None of the primary studies devel-
oped a new technique, notation, or guidelines for mod-
elling OSSECOs.
RQ3.3 Which notation and guidelines have been used
for modelling OSSECOs? We found a lack of spe-
cific modelling techniques for OSSECOs. However, we
identified several modelling techniques to describe them
in general. The most commonly applied notations were:
ad hoc, tabular, and conceptual maps. Other OSSECOs
were modelled using class diagrams, metamodels, or
mathematical models.
RQ3.4 What type of analysis was conducted using the
models identified in RQ3.3? We found that most of the
papers using models for OSSECOs do not conduct any
OSSECO analysis. In addition, the analysis techniques
used in the remaining papers, such as mathematical, vi-
sual, statistical, and SNA were used to analyze specific
cases.
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Appendix B. Tables
Table B.16: Overview of selected studies
ID. Type Year Country Cat. Scope
R1 J 2008 Sweden R BECO
R2 C 2011 Brazil E DBECO
R3 C 2010 USA N
R4 C 2011 Turkey E BECO
R5 C 2006 UK R
R6 B 2006 USA R SECO
R7 C 2009 France E
R8 C 2010 Sweden E SECO
R9 C 2011 Sweden R
R10 C 2010 Belgium N SECO
R11 C 2011 USA R
R12 C 2011 Netherlands R SECO
R13 J 2012 Finland R BECO&SECO
R14 J 2010 Switzerland N SECO
R15 C 2012 USA E BECO
R16 C 2011 Belgium N BECO
R17 C 2011 Japan R BECO
R18 C 2009 Sweden N
R19 C 2012 Belgium E SECO
R20 J 2007 Germany N
R21 J 2006 USA N
R22 J 2009 Spain N SECO
R23 C 2007 USA N
R24 J 2012 USA E SECO
R25 J 2012 UK E SECO
R26 C 2012 USA N
R27 J 2010 UK E DBECO
R28 C 2010 Germany R SECO
R29 C 2007 UK N
R30 C 2011 Netherlands R
R31 C 2011 Canada E SECO
R32 C 2008 USA R BECO&SECO
R33 C 2011 Japan N BECO
R34 J 2012 USA E BECO&SECO
R35 B 2007 USA N SECO
R36 C 2011 Netherlands R BECO
R37 B 2013 Belgium R SECO
R38 J 2008 USA N BECO
R39 C 2009 Switzerland E SECO
R40 C 2011 Germany N
R41 J 2012 Netherlands R BECO
R42 C 2011 Switzerland E
R43 J 2011 Germany R
R44 C 2010 Ireland E SECO
R45 J 2010 USA N
R46 W 2009 USA N BECO
R47 J 2013 Ireland N BECO
R48 B 2013 Netherlands R BECO
R49 B 2013 Finland N BECO
R50 B 2013 Netherlands R
R51 B 2013 Netherlands R
R52 B 2013 Netherlands N BECO
R53 B 2013 Belgium R SECO
R54 C 2014 Belgium E
R55 C 2013 Belgium E
R56 W 2013 Denmark N SECO
R57 C 2013 Japan E SECO
R58 C 2013 Luxembourg E
R59 C 2014 Finland R BECO
R60 C 2013 Netherlands E
R61 J 2013 Canada R SECO
R62 J 2014 Netherlands R BECO
R63 W 2013 Finland R
R64 J 2014 Netherlands R
R65 C 2013 Netherlands R SECO
R67 C 2013 Canada R
R68 J 2013 USA N BECO
R69 W 2014 Netherlands E BECO
R70 J 2014 Canada R SECO
R71 C 2014 Sweden E BECO
R72 W 2015 Spain E BECO
R73 W 2014 Netherlands R
R74 J 2014 Sweden R SECO
R75 C 2014 Sweden R BECO
R76 B 2014 Belgium R ECO
R77 J 2015 Finland R BECO
R78 C 2013 Netherlands R
R79 C 2009 Sweden N BECO
R80 J 2004 USA N
R81 B 2003 UK N
R82 J 1993 USA N
R83 W 2011 Canada E BECO
R84 C 2014 Spain E BECO
R85 C 2014 Canada E SECO
R86 C 2014 Sweden E SECO
R87 C 2014 Finland E SECO
R88 C 2015 Brazil E SECO
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Table B.17: SECOs instances and papers related
OSSECO Papers
Eclipse
R9, R17, R28, R31, R34, R37, R40, R41,
R43, R44, R48, R67, R68, R69, R73,
R36
GNOME R10, R11, R19, R39, R42, R53, R60,R62, R64, R76
Android R48, R70, R86
Ubuntu R16, R48, R50
Ruby R12, R48, R87






















Table B.18: Model techniques and goals
ID Model goal Technique
R1 To use open source development model as a global sourcing strategy. Tabular
R2 To characterize brazilian public software ecosystem. Conceptual map
R4 To defining the foundations of a crossplatform open-services ecosystem. Ad hoc
R6 To develop a model to compare the incentives to invest in operating system under open source and proprietary operating system. Mathematical
R8 To elaborate approaches for how involvement of different roles can be analysed through quantitative analysis SNA
R10 To automate the analysis of the evolution of software ecosystems Tabular
R12 To presents an overview of the open source Ruby ecosystem Metamodel
R13 To propose the OSCOMM framework for studying the problem of building open source communities. Ad hoc
R14 To show how developers collaborate with each other within an software ecosystem across project boundaries. Metamodel
R15 To model the NASA Earth science data systems ecosystem. Conceptual
R16 To support modeling and evolution of quality from different points of view. Metamodel
R17 To illustrate a co-creation process model of the Eclipse software ecosystem. Ad hoc
R19 To study the GNOME ecosystem and developer community Ad hoc
R22 To model the relationships between FOSS4G software ecosystem projects. Ad hoc
R24 To model the software ecosystem that arise for open architecture systems. Class diagram
R25 To map out the social history of collaborative activities within the OSGeo ecosystem SNA
R27 To show the interactions in digital business ecosystems (as part of DBE European project). Ad hoc
R28 To show the practices users have developed to manage the antagonism of maintaining a stable and productive working environment Ad hoc
R31 To identify a model linking factors affecting the economics of collectives, and develop to economic outcomes. Mathematical
R32 To model the resilience of an organizational OSS ecosystem. Ad hoc
R33 To propose a three-layer view model of a software ecosystem. Ad hoc
R34 To model Eclipse platform project ecosystem. Mathematical
R35 To propose a framework for assessing the three dimensions of software ecosystem health. Tabular
R36 To present a conceptual overview that describes the structure of an ecosystem associated model. Class diagram
R37 To Analyse the evolution of social aspects of open source software ecosystems. SNA
R38 To show some possible symbiotic relations between Linux and other software systems. Ad hoc
R39 To present the software ecosystem metamodel that the small project observatory implements. Metamodel
R41 To present the open software enterprise model that enable to establish the degree of openness of a software producing organization. Tabular
R44 To propose a framework for sustainable software ecosystem management. Tabular
R46 To propose a structure for modelling ecosystem software licenses. Class diagram
R47 To construct a model to theorize how firms create and capture value from OSS. Conceptual
R48 To propose a model for classifying software ecosystems. Tabular
R49 To illustrate the management practices in technology and innovation management processes in software ecosystem. Ad hoc
R52 To contribute to the concept of BECO health. Tabular
R53 To propose a framework that enable the empirical study of OSS ecosystem and their developer communities. Tabular
R56 To propose a software ecosystem health framework. Ad hoc
R57 To present a model for creating and sustaining communities on the information services platform of Japan. Ad hoc
R59 To observe how key events in the mobile device industry have affected the WebKit collaboration network over time SNA
R61 To present a conceptual model of the collaboration management process in a OSS community. Conceptual
R62 To propose a framework for the OSS ecosystem health operationalization. Tabular
R65 To present an analysis of the Python egg software ecosystem. Class diagram
R68 To analise the market-driven view of an OSS ecosystem. Ad hoc
R69 To analyse the partnership model of the Eclipse ecosystem and the activity of different types of partners. Conceptual
R70 To address an exploratory study of the solutions to variability in software ecosystem. Ad hoc
R71 To present ESAO model, It is focused on analysing and alignment between all the different ecosystem dimension. Ad hoc
R72 To use i* roles in OSS adoption strategy models. i*
R74 To present an open software ecosystem for embedded devices. Ad hoc
R75 To present a study about Key Performance indicators (KPI) for software-based ecosystems. Statistical
R76 To analyse the differences and analogies between natural ecosystems and software ecosystems. Statistical
R77 To explore the role of groups, sub-communities and business models within a high-networked open source ecosystem. SNA
R79 To present a software ecosystem taxonomy. Tabular
R83 To ilustrate how strategic modelling using the i* framework can help in analysing different configurations in the software industry. i*
R84 To develop methodologies for managing risks of FLOSS adoption and deployment in various application domains. i*
R86 To analyze committers networks. SNA
R87 To verify whether the SECO context maintains the high socio-technical congruence levels observed in many smaller scale FLOSS projects. SNA
R88 To propose a collective intelligence (CI) approach for improving the free software adoption by small and medium-sized municipalities in Brazil Ad hoc
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Table B.19: OSSECO taxonomy terms
Term Description
Active User Active users comprise occasional developers and users who report bugs, but do not fix them [R35].
Actor Actors are either users or contributor [R29].
Adopter Who do not contribute directly to the platform, but use it to develop tools [R31].
Artefact The software project is defined as a structured collection of artefacts linked by derivations and produced to support/provide a collection of in use
behaviours in order to satisfy a set of user requirements [R16].
Author The author is the person that actually made the changes to the committed files [R19].
Behavior No definition found in the primary papers.
Bug Fixer Who Fixes reported bugs [R64].
Bug Reporter Who Reports bugs [R64].
Bug Tracking Track bug tracker activity (e.g. bugs opened, closed, statuses changed) bug tracker increase the source code centrality for a developer [R11].
Commit These are pieces of atomic changes done on the source code [R10]. The developers commits to the project reect not only the technical contributions
but also the social and collaborative aspect of those contribution [R25].
Commiter Who contribute directly to the platform making changes in the OSS data sources[R69].
Community OSS community is a social ecosystem on its own and in junction with other OSS communities. However, it differs from other social networks in
its hierarchical structure. [R13]. Set of individual and shared resources of people's time, effort, attention, skill, sentiment (beliefs and values), and
computing resources are part of the socio-technical web of FOSS [R23].
Community
Manager
Who is the responsible of the OSS community governance [R41].
Configurator No definition found in the primary papers.
Contributor They contribute in some form to the OSS project [R20]. Contributors obtain private benefits from the development of shared assets that are not available
to free riders, who only use the asset [R29].
Coordinator No definition found in the primary papers.
Data Source Code repository containing all versions of the source code, the bug tracker containing all feature requests and problem reports as well as all the
resolution process, and the mailing list(s) containing all the mails exchanged among developers and between users and developer [R10, R53].
Dependency It defines work interdependence among the ecosystem members [R3]. It is a symbiotic relationships between ecosystem actors [R38].
Developer They contribute to OSS projects code for the personal gratification that comes from increasing their reputation among peers [R20]. They are primarily
volunteers [R64].
Dominator Is the actor that control the value capture and value creation of the ecosystem. [R56]
Edge A-B in the network is created if an actor B replies to a message earlier sent by an actor A [R8]. Edges between ecosystem actors represent projects on
which they collaborated [R14].
Email No definition found in the primary papers.
Entropy As a system is modified its disorder or entropy always increase. This is know as software entropy [R34].
Event OSSECO organized events where stakeholders are brought together that share an interest in the total ecosystem [R62].
Feature It identifies new functionality and enable develop the software in a common and creative way [R1].
Forge Are Open Source Software (OSS) repositories designed to support teams doing software [R26]
Foundation It is a democratic model based on voting rights, or a benign dictatorship (such as the Linux kernel), leadership will bean extremely important aspect of
the ecosystem's development [R5]. Foundations provide financial, organizational, and legal support to the broader free in OSS [R25]. This economic
community produces goods and services of value to customers, who are themselves members of the OSSSECO [R27].
Goal The goal was to provide stakeholders in OSSECO with insight into their ecosystem development and the most important metrics that indicate success
in these ecosystems [R62].
Integrator System integrators deliver solutions by selling a stack of hardware, software, and services as one product [R20].
IRC It is a real-time chat [R11]
Keystone player A keystone player is an actor in the ecosystem, whose contribution to the ecosystem stimulates the health ofthe entire ecosystem [R41].
License OSS may be defined as software released under the terms of a license that basically allows the licensee to use, modify, and redistribute, either gratis or
for a fee [R1].
Mailing List It Contain all the mails exchanged among developers and between users and developer [R10].
Market It is a phenomenon that occurs when the good is a shared resource such as a file format or software platform [R27]. The market as a regular player in a
software ecosystem, assuming it plays a role similar to that of other players, such as developers and user. The market as the ecosystem's energy source,
arguing that it plays a significantly different role from other players. It can directly or indirectly affect other players and determine the success of a
software product [R68].
Measure It is an indicator for OSS community health.
Member It can start by directly contributing to code without prior socialization [R11]. It take part in the OSS community membership program [R36]. Customers,
who are themselves members of the ecosystem, the member organisms also include suppliers, lead producers, competitors, and other stakeholders.
[R48].
Niche The software ecosystem niche in which a given OSSECO lies [R24] . The software supply networks that reveal which software ecosystem instances
(or niches) each system exists within [R24].
Niche Player Usually form the main volume of the ecosystem actors drawing value from the keystones. A niche player aims to separate from the other niche players
by developing special functions [R56].
Node Actors as nodes, tied or connected by one or more specific types of interdependencies [R25].
Partner There are naturally business partners, industrial partners and similar interest groups participating outside the range of the model that are an integral part
of an OSSECO [R13].
Passive User Passive users are all remaining users who just use the system [R58].
Platform It is set of software and services [R4] typically managed by an OSS community [R44].
Product A product is a set of software intensive systems sharing a common, managed set of features that satisfy the specific needs of a particular market segment
or mission and that are developed from a common set of core assets in a prescribed way [R14].
Project OSS projects are typical environments in which SECOs develop around the community [R12].
Repository It is a system which keeps and manages source codes [R17].
Roadmap It defines planning and time-to-market (or more strictly time-to-technology) [R41].
Role They representing the interaction mechanisms between the various actors that constitute a software system [R3]. Important roles in OSS are users,
developers, core developers and project leaders [R8].
Service These services are provided, the organization benefits from making explicit and sharing knowledge with partners, since the knowledge does not need
to be made explicit when the organization provides these services again. [R46].
Social Network Network derived from the data sources of an OSS project [R8].
Source Code No definition found in the primary papers.
Stakeholder There are three main groups of stakeholders: the publishing entity with its allocated resources for the project, the industrial partners and theirs devel-
opers, and finally existing opensource communities and other individuals [R13].
Sub Community This OSS community may be subdivided in (possibly overlapping) sub-communities. For example, one can distinguish between the user community,
containing all individuals who use an executable version of the software system, and the developer community, containing all individuals who are in
charge of maintaining and improving this software system over time [R53].
Super Reposi-
tory
It represents a collection of version control repositories of the projects of an OSSECO [R14].
Survey No definition found in the primary papers.
Transaction Transaction may be finished over a period of minutes, hours, or even days thus the term, from a computational perspective, of long-lived or long-running
transaction [R27].
Wishlist No definition found in the primary papers.
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